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Foreword The purpose of this book is Lo provide a series of concise explana

tions or  the terms most frequently used by curators, collectors, 

and historians to deal with the phenomenon called photography. 

As this book is intended for someone actually looking at photo

graphs, the list of terms has been limited to those l ikely to appear 

on descriptive labels in exhibitions or in catalogue entries. 

From its origins al the end of the 1 830s, photography has 

ne\'er ceased to evolve both aesthetically and technologically. For 

example, judging by their lellers to Lhc periodicals of the 1 850s, 

individual photographers consistently modified both t he chem ical 

formu lae and the physical manipu lat ions required to produce 

negati\TS and prims. They also redesigned and altered their 

cameras and lenses. Early photographers introduced these modi

fications for a variety or  reasons, but principally to improve the 

ellicacy of the chemical reactions involved or to produce a variety 

of \'isual results that were governed by aesthetic choices. "foday 

the changes occurring in photographic materials and equipmelll 

arc far more l ikely LO be the work of commercial manu f"acturers. 

In both periods, however, change has been constant. Fm· this 

reason the descriptions of  processes that follow are somewhat 

generic. When trade names have been introduced, they have been 

gi\·en as examples rather than recommendations. 

In the writing of this book I have had the welcome advice o f  

many rriends and colleagues at the .J .  Paul Getty M useu m ,  B ritish 

M useum ,  and other institutions. I am grateful to Andrea P. A. 

Belloli, Robin Clark, Sheryl Conkelton, Ch ristopher Date, Alan 

Donnithorne, Joan Dooley, Teresa Francis, Andee Hales, Peggy 

Hanssen, Kurt Hauser, Debbie Hess Norris, Judith Keller, Hope 

Kingsley, Craig Klyver, B rita Mack, Julia Nelson-Gel, Arthur 

Oilman, Charles Passela, Sandra Phil lips, Ellen M. Roscnbery, 

Larr\' Schaaf, Karen Schmidt, Louise Stover, J ohn Szarkowski, 

and Jay Thompson. I am particularly indebted to Weston Naef 

for his encouragemenL, to John Harris for his patience, and 

to J ean Smeader for both patience and paleographic expertise. 



ALBUMEN PRINT 

(;ustave Le (;r;I\· (French. 1820-188,t). Ii rig 011 th!' \\i1/l'I', 1856. 

Albumen prim. :12x40.8 cm (12:v.-.x 161/11; i11.) . .JP<;�1. 84.xM.li;\7.2. 



ALBUMEN PRINT 

.\"oft' \\.ords printed in 

S'.\L\1.1. L\l'J"l:\l.S rekr 

to 01her entries in 

the hook. Synon\'mous 

lenns appear in 

parenthl'ses; rcla1cd 

terms arl' Sl'para1ed 

Ii\' a slash mark. 

The albumen print was in\'clllcd in 18;jo by Louis-lksire 

Blanquart-hTard (18<>1!-1872), and u n t il about  1890 ii 11·as the 

most prn·alcnt type of pri nt. :'\ormalh- made from a coLLODIO:" 

ncgatil'c on glass, i t  yielded a clearer i m age than the sALTED-

l'Al'ER pri nt  t hat  preceded it in gener a l  use. An albumen pri n t  was 

made by floating a sheet of t h i n  paper Oil a bath of egg whi te 

containing salt , which had been wh isked,  allowed Lo subside,  and 

filt ered. This  produced a smooth su rface, t h e  pores of t he paper 

ha\' ing been filled by t he albumen. After d rying. the albumcn izcd 

paper was sensitized by float ing it  011 a bath of sill-er n i t rate 

sol ut ion or by brushing on the sam e  sol u tion. The paper was 

again dried. but this  t ime i n  the dark. (The salt a n d  sill'cr n itrate 

combined to form light-scnsitil'c SIL\'ER SAI:rs.) This doubly 

coated paper 11as put imo a wooden, hinged-back fra me, i n  

contact w i t h  a negative, usually m a d e  of glass b u t  occasionally of 

\\'AXED PAPER; it was then placed in t he sun to pri n t  (sec l'RI:"TI:\G

oL'T). The progress or the prin t i n g  cou l d  be checked by carefully 

open ing the back of the frame. Arter print ing,  which sometimes 

required only a few m i n u tes but could take a n  hour or more ,  t h e  

resul tant  proof, s t i l l  u ns table, was fixed b y  i mmersin g  it i n  a 

solution of hyposulfi te of soda ("hypo") and water and then 

thoroughly washed to preve n t  further chemical reactions. The 

pri n t  was then d ried. Variat ions i n  tone and hue were achiel'cd by 

stopping the processes described above at d ifferelll stages and 

times or, more usually, by additional T01'11'G. (Arter 18;j;j. albu men 

pri n ts 11-ere almost always toned with gold chloride, wh ich 

en riched their color and increased their  perma nence.) The 

fin ished print  ranges in color from reddish to purplish brown a n d  

i s  usually glossy, although some early photographers preferred to 

reduce surface sheen by di lut i n g  the albumen with water. Ir a n  

album e n  pri n t  has deteriorated, its h ighlights arc yellowish. 



AMIROTYPE 

( COLLODION POSITIVE)  

8 

Ambrotypes, as they arc called in America, \\TIT named , iL seems, 

after their popularizer, James Ambrose Cuttin g  ( 1 8 1 4-1 867), who 

patented a spccillc variety of them. They arc often confused with 

the earl ier DA(;Ut:HJU:OTYl'ES, but they were made by a n  entirely 

different process, as their British name, co1.1.on10 N positives 

on glass, i n d icates. Both ambrotypes and daguerreotypes were 

similar in their size (small), i n  their packaging format (under glass i n  

hinged cases), and i n  t h e i r  superficial appearance (both havin g  

sharply de!ined images). Both were primarily used for portraiture 

and were u n ique images. An ambrotype, however, docs nol have the 

troublesome su rface rellections of the daguerreotype, and its 

highlights ;u-e sort a n d  pearly in LOnc rather than clear and crisp. 

The basic process for prod uci ng an ambrotype was !irst pub

lished in 1 8s 1. It is an underexposed and t hen del'elopcd collodion 

ncgaLi1·e on glass, wh itish in Lone, 1,·hich when backed with an 

opaque coating (black lacquer, for example) appears as a positive 

image. (Where a highlight is juxtaposed to a black area, t here Giil 

be a su rprisin g  discominuity of surface caused by the dimensional 

d i fference between t he image Oil the face of the glass plate and 

t he black backing.) 

As ambrot ypes were easier Lo t int  and faster and chcapc1· to 

make and sell than daguerreotypes, they rapidly replaced daguer

n:otypes in the late 18!)0S, only to be largely replaced in turn by 

TINTYPES and CAHTES-llE-VISrn: in Lhe 18(ios. 

AMIROTYPE 

(COLLODION POSlllVE) 

\Ltthc1,· Brad\' 

(:\111tTir.a11. ('. 1K:!:\-I H�1()) 

Hirtmito/a l\iwuw 

1111d (."/,ifd. 18c, I 

I lalr-p!a1c amhrol\·pe 

\,·ith hand-roloring-

1 :..?-:\ x �I· 1 rm 

(.1;1,x:rv, in.) 

.11'1"1 
8.j.Xl'+li· '" 



APERTURE 

/EXPOSURE 

/SHUTTER 

APERTURE/EXPOSURE/SHUTTER 

Alma l.avc11so11 (America11. 18!17-1989). Sl'/fl'ortmit. 19�"· 

Cclatin siln.·r print. 20.3x 25.2 cm (8x9 1V11> in.).JPCM, 8;,.xM.28:-\·5· 

Exposure refers LO Lhe quantily or lighL Lhal falls on a negative 

material. In a camera, exposure is governed by the length or time 

Lhe negative receives light and the size or the opening (apenure) 

through which the light passes. Exposure length is determined by 

Lhe speed with which the shutter opens and doses, allowing light 

LO pass through the aperture. The speed can be varied, as can the 

diamete1· or the aperture. It is the coordination or these two 

factors that determines optimum exposure, as both imervene 

between the film material and Lhc natural or anilicial light illumi

nating the sul�ject. 

Early cameras did not have shutters. Exposure times were so 

long that the photographer could manually remove and replace a 

cap over the lens. Today's cameras typically have electronically 

opcraLcd, accurate, high-speed shutters. Early aperture control 

was by means of a scl of circular brass plates with holes of various 

sizes, one of which was positioned in fronl of, behind, or between 

the elemellls of the lens. Moden1 apenure controls, known as 

diaphragms, are highly sophisticated and are builL into the lens. 

Aperture settings today are referred LO by a numbering system 

l) 



ATTRIBUTION 

AUTOCHROME 

IO 

k ll0\\'11 as r-slOps. a ratio or the d iameter or the aperture to 

the focal length or the lens. 

An attribu tion is an authoritat i\T statemen t  t hat an u nsigned 

photograph can be said co111ide11tly, but not defi n ite!\', to ha\'C 

been made I)\' a speci fied photographer on the grounds or close 

stYlistic alli nit\· to signed \rnrks bY that maker and/or other 

co111pel l ing circu mstantial e\· idence . 

An autochrome is a colored t ransparent image 011 glass, similar to 

a slide, ranging in size f"ro111 less than :.! inches(;). l cm) square to 

I:) ll\' 18 inches (J8. 1 ll\' 4;i.7 cm). It is 111ean t  to be 1·ie\1·ed by 

being held up to the light or projected onto a surface. Deeply 

lum inous in color i f" u nfaded, and \\'ith sol't image ou tli nes, each 

au tochrome is a unique object. 

Autochromes \\'ere the first really practicable photographs in 

color and were 111ade by a process invented and patented in 1904 

by I .ouis Lumiere ( 1864-1948), the younger or the two brothers 

\\'ho figured so prominent!\' in the itl\'ention or the 111otion 

pict u re. The process consisted or coat ing a glass plate \1·i t h  sticky 

\'arnis h ,  t hen \\'it h  a t h i n  pressed layer or m i n uscule grains of 

translucent potato starch. The gra i ns had been separated i n to 

t h ree equal lots and each lot separatclv dyed red-orange, blue

violct, or green.  Mixed to get her in ra11do111 cl istribut ion, they 

for111ecl a dense 111osaic color filter Oil the plate. O\'er t his layer or 

grains \\'as added another coat ing or varnish and, f inally. a gclati11-

bro111ide e111ulsio11 that was sensi t i\T to the ent ire spect r u111 or 

l ight . i .e . .  \1·as ORT llOctllH>�IATIC. (The starch grain mosaic sen·ed 

to filter the light so that the underlving bro m ide emulsion was 

sclecti\-ely exposed by rnlor.) 

Plates thus coated, which were ma nul'actun:d in large quantit ies 

between 1907 and about 1 �Mo by the Lu111icre brothers' co111pa11y, 

were exposed in a ca111er;1, glass side forwa rd . so that l ight en tering 

the lens would pass through the color mosaic filter before reaching 

the e111ulsio11. The plates \1Tl'C then de\-eloped and \\'ashed. 

The resulti n g  negatives \1'CtT then placed in a che111ical bath in 

order to bleach out the negat i\T impression. Al'ter exposure to 

\\'hite l igh t the plates were redeveloped, bringing forward a 

residual positive colored i111pression that \\'as fixed, washed a final 

ti111e. and ,·arnishecl. 



AUTOCHROME 
,\II reel S1il'gli11 

(,\mniran. 1K<i.1-1�1-1<i) 

A."ill.Y Sti1·g/it:.. 1907 
.-\utorhn1111c 
I.\.:.! x �1.H nn 

(:-, ·,,,� x :�-;,.·s i11 .) 
.Jl'l;�1 

xr)·x.•1. •:J•·:> 

BLINDSTAMP 

( DRYSTAMP) 

BROMOIL PRINT 

/OI L-PIGMENT PRINT 

This kind of stamp is an identilication mark embossed onto the 

:-ioc:-;T to which a photograph has been attached. Less frequemly, 

the blindstamp appears 011 the photograph itself. The stamp's 

raised or depressed lellers usually spell the name or the address 

of the photographer. As 110 ink is used, the stamp is less visible 

than a WETSTAMI'. Blindstamps were commonly used during the 

nineteenth century and arc sometimes employed in modern 

commercial ponraiture. (Illustration on page 13.) 

The bromoil process for making prints, which originated in 

England in 1907 and remained popular into the 1930s, was an 

II 



BURNING- IN 
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outgro\\'th or earlier oil-pigment processes and \\'as related to the 

<;L'M B I C I I RO MATE process. It clcpcndcd 011 the underlving princi

ple or lithography, namelv, that oil and \\'atcr repel each other. 

The process for producing a bromoil print began with a 

gelatin sih·cr-bromide print, usually an enlargement from a 

smaller negative. This print was bleached in a solution of copper 

sulfate, potassium bromide, and potassium bichromate and 

then fixed in a solution or hyposulfitc or soda ("hypo") and \\"<lier. 

The \'isible image had disappeared and the gelatin had been 

hardened by the potassium bichromate in proportion to the 

amount of sih-er that comprised the image. The sheet, called a 

matrix, \\'as soaked so that the gelatin would absorb water and \\·as 

left clamp. Lithographic ink or another greasy ink \\·as then 

carcf'ully and repeatedly clabbccl onto the surface or the matrix 

with a special brush or gently applied with a rubber roller callccl a 

brayer. Where the gelatin had absorbed \\·atcr (in the highlights 

and, to a lesser degree, in the midtoncs), it repelled the oil-based 

ink. Repeated applications of pigment graduallv built up the 

matrix to \\'hatc\-er densitv \\·as desired. The print thus created 

was either slmdv dried or \\'as used once in a press, \\'hilc still \\'cl, 

as a kind of printing plate lo transl'er the inked image to another 

surface. It is the combination or the original bromide print and the 

oil pigment that gives the bromoil print its name. 

The chosen color of the ink determined the color of the final 

bromoil print. (Full color \\·as also possible lw the use of' three 

separate bromide prints for bromoil lransl'er, made from three 

negatives. each exposed through a different color filter, and three 

successive applications of' primarv colors.) The range of tones or 

a bromoil print is broad; its surface is not flat if it has not been 

transferred. Bromoil prints do not have high detail resolution, but 

selective brushwork permits a wide latitude or manipulation or 

the image. 

Burning-in is a technique by which a photographer can darken 

the tones or a specific area of" a photograph. It is used to alter 

highlight areas that show too liule detail, i.e., are too light in tone, 

or f"or dark areas that are too light. The photographer usually 

decides to employ burning-in after examining the negative, a 

contact sheet, 01·, more likely, an enlarged trial print from the 

negative. The technique is most often used during enlargement 

and consists of interposing for part or the exposure a piece or 

cardboard, plastic, or the like, with a hole cut out in its cente1·, 

between the beam of light coming through the negative via the 



ILINDSTAMP 

(DRYSTAMP) 

Blindstamp rn1 the mou111 

or a phow�raph '". "\aclar 

((;;osp;ird-Fdix 

·1c-mrnachon) 

(hcnd1. 18,.i-1�po) 

Diam 4·' cm (1'l'!; in.) 

.Jl'c;M 

84 .D1.4;ifi.48;; 

BROMOIL PAINT/Oll·PIGMENT PRINT 

I lcinrich Kiihn (German. 18fifi-1944). Still Life with Flowei:<, Lamp. am/ Urn. c. 1905. 

Bromoil transfer print. :B·"i x 45.8 cm ( 13:v,n x 18'!1 in.). JPGM, 84.xM.8,9.;;. 
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CABINET CARD 

(�a gen and Fraser 

(C:a 11adia11. al'li\'c 1 880s) 

l'ortmit 'fa Canadian 

(,'011/h. c. 1 885 

J\lbumc11 print 

cabincl card 

reclo a11d \Trso 

1 fl.:)� 1 0 .  7 rm 

(6 ·1� x .111, ill.) 

J1'1''1 

84.xn.8711.01�9 

CALOTYPE 

(TALBOTYPE) 

Willia1 1 1  llenry Fox 'Iitlho1 (llri1ish, 1 800- 1 8n). Nrll' Cow·r. Sr .f,,/111:. <:11/11•/.f•'. Cambridlfl'. c 1 845. 

\-\'axed calotypc ncgalive, 16. 8x 1().9 cm (6'"1lx611/11i in.) . .Jl'li�I. H4.x�L 1 ornL:)· 



CABINET CARD 

CALOTYPE 

( TALBOTYPE) 

enlarging lens and the print being made. The unshaded area 

receives more light and hence darkens, which gives more detail in 

highlight areas. "fo avoid creating a sharp shadow outline, the 

photographer moves the cardboard back and forth. Depending 

on the shape and size or the area to be darkened, holes or silhou

ettes or \·arious kinds can be CU[ in the cardboard. The ph<>togra

pher can also use his or her cupped hands or lingers to shade 

the print. Ir a photographer uses burning-in \\·hile contact

printing, she or he interposes the instrument between the light 

source and the negative. For a related technique, see D O D c; 1 NC. 

A cabinet card, larger in scale and later in elate than a CARTE - D E 

V I SITE, was a stiff piece of thick cardstock, about 6 '/1 by 4 '/1 inches 

( 1 :i·9 by 1 o.8 cm), bearing on one side a photograph or somewhat 

smaller dimensions. Initially the photograph was nearly always 

an A L B U MEN print (but later was a GEl.ATll\: S I LVJ-:R or C A R B O N  

print) and was most often a bust-length portrait made i n  a studio, 

although views were also popular. The balance of the space on the 

card's face at top or bottom was usually printed or embossed with 

the photographer's name or insignia and occasionally with the 

name or the sitter. Orten the back also bore the photographer's 

imprint. Introduced in the 1860s, cabinet cards gradually super

seded the flimsier and smaller cartes-de-\·isite in the public's l"a\'!Jr. 

Their popularity waned in the 1890s, particularly after the 

introduction of scenic vie\\· postcards and enlarged studio portraits. 

William Henry Fox 'falbot's calotype process for the making of 

paper negatives, which he discovered in 1840 and patented in 

1841, was the direct ancestor of modern photography as it was a 

process that in\'!>lved both a N E G AT I V E  and a POS I TI V E .  Unlike the 

DA<;UER REOTYl'E, which was a unique object, the calotype 

depended on the creation of a negative that could be used for 

making multiple prints. These were usually S A LT prints. The 

calotvpe was a significant advance ove1· "falbot's eadie1· PHOTO

c;1-::-;1c D RAw1:-:c; process, as he used chemicals that \\·ere more light 

sensitive and the negative image was completed by DEVELO P M E N T  

rather than P R I N T I N<;-ouT. 

A calotype was made by brushing a silver-nitrate solution onto 

one side of a sheet of high-quality writing paper and drying it. 

Then, by candlelight, the sheet was floated on a potassium iodide 

solution, producing slightly light-sensitive sih-er iodide. The sheet 

was dried again, this time in the dark. Shortly before exposure in 

a camera, the paper was, in weak light, again swabbed with 



CAMERA 

silver nitrate, this time mixed with acetic and gallic acids, thus 

producing genuine light sensitivity. This sensitized sheet could be 

used damp in the camera, where an exposure of Len seconds Lo 

Len minutes was necessary, depending on the weather, time of day, 

intensity of the chem icals employed, and subject. At this point the 

image was not visible but latem in the paper. To develop the 

image, the sheet was again dipped i n  a bath of silver nitrate and 

acetic and gallic acids. To fix the negative image, now wholly 

visible, on the paper, Talbot washed the paper in water, then 

bathed it  with a sol ution of bromide or potassium. He then 

washed the paper in water again and dried it.  Soon after his 

announcement or this method , Talbot, al Sir John Herschel's 

suggestion, amended its final steps by fixing the image with 

hyposulfile of soda ("hypo"), a chemical used for the f ixing of 

prints to this day but now correctly known as sodium thiosulfate. 

The negative thus produced could then be used for the printing 

of positive proofs , although its transparency could be i mproved by 

waxing. As the image was contained in the paper, having soaked 

into it, so to speak (rather than carried on a completely transparent 

medium like glass), the paper fibers tended to show th rough to 

the proof, causing a relative lack of clarity i n  the details and 

an overall subtle mottling of Lones. The process, with various 

modifications, was popular from 1 84 1  u ntil the early 1 850s, when 

it was su perseded by the WET-COLLODION-on-glass process . It 

enjoyed a revival about 1 900 by the Pictorialist photographers, 

who valued the light-diffusing effect created by the paper fiber. 

The word calotype has sometimes also been used to refer Lo the 

SAI:rED-PAPER prints made from calotype negatives, as well as the 

negatives themselves. Talbot used it for negatives, and it  seems 

simpler to reserve the word for the negative alone unless the print 

is definitely known to have been developed out rather than printed 

out. Before 1 850, the negatives were admired as ol�jects in their 

own right, and negatives of that period are occasionally exhibited 

as such today. Talbot coined the word wlotyjJe from the Greek 

halos, meaning beautiful, and the Latin ty/Jus, mean ing image. 

The nearly universal means for making a photograph is the 

camera, which basically consists of a lightproof compartment 

with , on one side, a lens that can be closed and through which 

the su�ject can be focused and, on another side, a Aat, light

sensitive material, whether film or plate, on which the image can 

be received. Cameras have undergone nearly i n fi nite permuta

tions, from William Henry Fox Talbot's tiny wooden boxes of the 



CAMERA LUCIDA 

mid- 1 83os to the electronic marvels of the present. The name 

comes from the Latin for room, which a camera does resemble. 

Invented in 1 806 and somewhat oddly named by William Hyde 

Wollaston ( 1 766-1828), the camera lucida (Latin,  meaning lighted 

room) was an apparatus to aid a draftsman in rendering a
'
view. 

It consisted of a prism with three or four sides atop a vertical rod, 

with a clamp at the bottom to mount it to a drafting board or 

pad. The draftsman directed the prism's vertical side toward the 

desired view and looked down with one eye, through and past the 

prism's horizontal edge, to the paper below. By the action of the 

eye, the view reflected through the prism seemed to merge 

with the paper surface below, so that the view appeared to be on 

the paper. The draftsman could then trace this image. Camera 

lucidas were awkward to use, and it was William Henry Fox 

Talbot's discontent with this tool, he said, that led him to invent 

the process that evolved into modern photography. Although 

tricky to master, a camera lucida was more easily portable than its 

predecessor, the C A M ERA OBSCURA. 

CAMERA LUCIDA 

Cornelius Varley 

(British, 1781-1873) 

Artist Sketchi11g with 
a Wotlasto11·Style 

Camera Luc;da, c. 1830 

Engraving 

i6.5 x 7·:) cm 

(6 1/:1 x 21V11i in.) 

Gerpsheim Collection 

H arry Ransom 

1-l umanities Research 

Center 

The Cniversity of Texas 

at Austin 
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CAMERA OBSCURA 

CAMERA OBSCURA 

(;l·org Brander 

({�en1 1 a1 1 .  1 71 :\-1 78:\) 

Ji1hlr <:a1111'm l.11(ida. 1 7()�). 

slHH\·i1 1 g  cross senion 

\,·ith mirror 

F1 1 gra\ i1 1 g  

I:.! x I Ii <"Ill 

(.r� 1x1>:Vi1; in.) 

( ;cr11sltci1 11 Collen ion 
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Fro111 the Latin 111eaning dark chamber, the camera obscura \\'as 

an ancestor of the modern camera. The principle that light 

ra\'s tra\Tl in straight lines has been knm\'11 since antiquity. As 

earh· as the ninth cent Ur\' it  \\·as obsened that "·hen light rays 

from a bright object enter a small hole in a darkened room, they 

produce an inverted image of that object 011 the opposite wall. By 

the se\Tnteenl h century this observation had led to the creation of 

a portable camera obscura as an aid for drawing, a use Giovanni 

Battista Della l'ona had first suggested a centurv earlier. 

A simple form of this drafts111a11's apparatus consisted or an 

oblong dosed box fitted at one encl 11·ith a lens that could be 

adjusled to focus on an image. Inside the box, at the other encl, a 

mirror "·as atlachecl at a forty-five-degree angle, and this mirror 

projected the image up onto a ground-glass screen that had been 

set into l he top of the box. It was 011 this ground-glass screen 

that the i111agc could then be traced on thin paper by the drafts

man . (The 111irror also served to reverse the image, which had 

been imTrted as it passed through the lens. Thus, the image 

traced bv the draftsman \\"<IS a "true" image, ha,·ing been re

re\-ersecl by the 111irror.) In this wav, a ,·ic11· in three dimensions 

was comTrtecl to two dimensions, facilitating the draftsman's task. 



CARBON l"RINT 
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CARION PRINT Although patented in 1 855 by Alphonse Lou is Poitevin ( 1 8 1 9- 1 88 2 )  

and improved in  1 858 by.Joh n  Pouncy ( 1 8 1 8- 1 8�-14), carbon p1·ints 

only became fully practicable in 1 864, with the patented process 

and printing papers of .Joseph Wilson Swan ( 1 82 8- 1 9 1 4) .  The 

primary importance of a carbon print is its permanence, as it 

contains no silver impurities that can deteriorate. The process's 

underlying principle is the fact that gelatin to which potassium 

bichromate has been added becomes insoluble when exposed to 

light, in proportion to the amount of light received. 

Basically the process worked as follows. A sheet of lightweight 

pape1·, o ften referred to as tissue, was coated with gelatin contain

ing potassium bichromate and a pigment, usually the carbon black 

that gives the process its name. In daylight this tissue was placed 

under and in contact with a negative. This exposure was timed , as 

the dark-colored paper did not show an eme1·ging image. Those 

parts or the gelatin that were exposed to light through the negative 



CARBRO PRINT 
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hardened. In order to wash away the unhardened gelatin and 

reveal the image, the face of the exposed carbon tissue was 

squeezed in contact with a second sheet of paper coated with an 

insoluble gelatin layer, thus forming a sort of gelatin sandwich; 

this sandwich was then soaked in warm water. The original paper 

lloated rree, or was peeled away, and the unhardened gelatin 

was washed away, leaving the image attached to the second sheet. 

(This transfer was necessary as the originally exposed sheet had 

a topmost, impermeable film of hardened gelatin, so that when 

soaked, the relatively soft layer of gelatin, in contact with the 

paper itself, would have caused the whole or the gelatin layer to 

lift up rrom its support.) The sheet was then immersed in water 

containing alum. The alum further hardened the remaining 

gelatin and 1·emoved any yellowish bichromate stains. Because of 

the transfer to a second sheet or paper, the finished image was 

reversed (as it was in early daguerreotypes). This e ffect could be 

counteracted by either reversing the negative at the outset or by a 

second reversing transfer at the encl. In some instances, however, 

photographers were content to lea,·e the image reversed. 

Popular between 1870 and 19 1 o, carbon prints exhibit dense 

glossy darks, either black or a deep rich brown in color. A wide vari

ety of colors was possible with the use of various pigments. · rhe 

prints have slight relief contours, thickest in the darkest areas where 

more pigmented gelatin remains. Cad)On prints are occasionally 

made today, sometimes by means of the patented Fresson process. 

The carbro print process of about 19 1 �I is an outgrowth or the 

earlier CA RIHJ N - l' R I N T  process or the 18()os and led via the ozotype 

and ozobrome processes to the color carbro process. A mono

chrome carbro print begins with a finished c;ELATIN s11.vER

IlROM ID E  print, which is a print made on paper bearing a highly 

light-sensitive silver-bromide emulsion. This print, when wet, 

is pressed together with a sensitized carbro tissue. The tissue is a 

thin paper coated with pigmemed gelatin that has first been 

sensitized by immersion in a solution or potassium bichromate 

and then immersed in a bath containing bleaching agents. 

Through chemical action, the gelatin of the carbro tissue hanlcns 

in proportion to the selective bleaching out of the silver or the 

bromide print. The print and the tissue are separated and the 

tissue placed face down on a sheet of transfer paper for about 

twemy minutes. The tissue and transfer paper are then separated 

in warm water, leaving the gelatin layer attached to the transfer 

paper. The paper is then bathed until the excess softened gelatin 

is washed away, leaving the partially hardened gelatin image. The 



prim is further hardened in an alum bath; then it is dried. As i t  

is silver- free, the monochrome image thus produced is  permanent ,  

that is, it docs not fade. The original bromide p1·im, now bleached. 

can be redeveloped and used to make as many as hve additional 

carbro prints. 

Tricolor carbro prints are made possible by a fu rther evolu tion 

of the process, in which three bromide prints of one sul�ject are 

used. The negatives for these prints are made by photographing 

the subject or a color image or the subject thro u gh a red , a green, 

and a blue filler. From these "separation negati\'Cs" the bromid e  

prints are made. Each i s  then placed in contact with a t h i n  bichro

mated gelatin tissue, pigmented in accordance with the color o r  

the lilte1· used o n  t h e  negative. T h e  process contin ues a s  described 

above, and the resultant three transfer papers, each carrying a 

different. color, are stacked Logether in careful al ignment, that is, 

CAAl"O PAINT 

Paul Outerhridgc (American. 1896-1958). food Dis/Jla_v. 19:n. 
"li·icolor carhro print, :�!i.2 • 44.3 cm ( 14 '!1 x 1711," in.) . .Jl'l'M. 87.xM.66.4. 
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CARTE·DE·VISITE 

CASED PHOTOGRAPH 
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in registration, to produce a single colored image. Like a black

and-white carbro print, this image is permanent. The name carbro 

comes from carbon and bromide. The process has been i n  use 

since the early twentieth century (although its use 1Hm· is rare) .  

See also DYE TRA:\SFER. 

This terms applies to any of the standard-sized ni neteenth-century 

commercial!\' formatted photographs mounted to cards of \'arious 

\\-eights. Most successful were the midsized CARTE-DE-\'ISITE and 

CABI1'ET CARD, but card photographs also i ncluded, in ascending 

order, the Tri lby (about 2 by 2 :V1 inches [5. 1 by 7 cm] ) , Victoria, 

Promenade, Boudoir, and I m perial (about 7 by 10 inches [ 1 7 . 8  by 

25-4 cmj) .  

A canc-de-Yisite i s  a stiff piece o f  card measuring about 4'/, by 

2 '/, inches ( I I .4 b\' ()-4 cm l, the size of a formal \'isiting card of the 

1850s (hence the name),  with an attached photograph of nearly 

the same size. Patented in 1 854 by A.  A. E. Disderi ( 1 8 1 9- 1 889) 

and popularized by him in the fol lowing decade, canes normally 

bore carefully posed full-length studio portraits, often of celebri

ties. They \\·ere nearly always ALBliME:\ prints from \\Tr-cou.o

DI0:-.1-on-glass ncgatiYes. Cartes-de-visite were made by the m il l ions 

1rnrldwide during the 1 860s and were often collected in albums 

for home perusal. When they were not portraits, their subjects 

were often scenic views, tourist attractions, local inhabitants ,  

o r  reproductions of works of art. T h e  backs normally \\·ere 

printed \\'ith the photographer's name and address and, some

times, insignia. They were gradually replaced in the public's 

esteem by the CAllIN�:T CARD during the late 1 870s. 

A cased photograph, nearly always a DAGUERREOTYPE or AMBRO

TYPE, is a photograph that has been secured, usually by its maker, 

inside a shallow hinged case for its safekeeping or display. Cases 

were widely a\·ai lable commercially from the early 1 840s to 

give additional protection to daguerreotypes, which as a matter of 

course had glass coverings over their image surfaces. 

The three principal kinds of cases were thin ,  embossed, leathcr

covered, lidded wooden boxes; papicr-mache cases; and molded 

and lidded boxes made of thermoplastic ( pressed, pigmented 

sawdust and shellac), with embossed decorative clements, usually 

called "Union cases." All three kinds were only slightly larger than 

the daguerreotypes they contained. They were usually l ined with 
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CASED J'KOTOGRAPH 

Thcrmoplasiic whuleplatc daguerreotype c;1se manufactured by Littldidd. Parsons and Company. 1858. 

Lid "·ith image molded from a die cngral'ing hi' Frederick ll. Smith and llcrman llartmann adapted from 

Emanuel Leutze's painting Hluhinglon Crossing lht• Drlawtll'f', 18.:� x 2:�·"1 rm (7 1/1 x 91/.1 in.) . .JPGM, 84.xT.1568.2. 



CHROMOGENIC PRINT 

CHROMOQENIC PRINT 

Stcphc11 Shore 
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velvet or si lk that sometimes was imprinted with the photogra

pher's name. 

The daguerreotype, cover glass, and brass mat were held 

together with a paper seal and enclosed by a thin brass outer 

frame, callecl a preserver. This unit was inserted into the case. 

A chromogenic print is a color prim made from a color transpar

ency or negative, in which the print material has al least three 

emulsion layers of S I LV E R  SA t:rs (halides). Each of the three layers 

is sensitized to one of the three primary colors of light: blue, 

green, and red. Thus, each layer records d ifferelll information 

about the color make-up of the image. (The reel layer "remembers" 

red , ancl so on.) During exposure to the negative, a colorless 

silver image is formed in each layer. After initial development of 

the silver images, further development follows in several steps 

in which chemical compounds (dye couplers) are added that unite 

with the products or the silver development to form dyes of the 

appropriate colors in the emulsion layers. When seen against the 

white base of the print stock,  the layers appear as a single image 

in full color. The remaining silver is bleached and then dissolved 

out in the F I X I N G  process. The entire process is somewhat different 

if  a color transparency rather than a negative is present al the 

outset. Chromogenic (from the Greek,  meaning color-forming) 

prints, of which Ektachrome is an example, have various resis-
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tances to fading or staining from residual chemical impurities, 

depending on their specific manufacture. They are not as stable 

as DYE D ESTRUCTION or DYE TRANSFER prints. 

The French term cliche verre (meaning glass negative) denotes a 

particular use of glass as a negative for a drawing. The glass plate 

can be prepared in either of two ways. The more com
.
man method 

is to cover the plate with an opaque ground, like paint or smoke, 

and then draw with a pointed instrument on it, scratching through 

to the glass, much like preparing an etching plate for biting in 

acid.  The plate is then used as a negative and CONTACT PRI NTED 

or EN LARG ED onto a sheet of light-sensitive paper. The print thus 

produced is a design of dark lines on a white background. The 

alternate method is to draw with paint or another medium on 

uncoated glass. This, when used as a negative, produces a print 

with white lines on a dark ground.  William Henry Fox Talbot 

employed this process as early as 1 83 5 ,  and it continues to be 

used occasionally. 
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COLLAGE 

/MONTAGE 

Collage ( from the French col/er, LO glue) is the co111binalion on a 

common support of diverse fragments of \·arious 111aterials. These 

can be phowgraphic or nol, with or withoUL specific i111age con

tent. There is normallv no attempt to conceal the edges of the 

parts, which may be roughly torn or smooth Iv  cut, and there may 

be considerable handwork in pencil. pen. or brush on the surface. 

The artistic resulL relies in pan on juxtaposition and texture and 

often tends to the abstract. 

M ontage (from the French 1111111/n, to mount) is the combination 

of diverse photographic images to procluce a new work. The 

combination is often achieved by rephotographing the mounted 

elements or by multiple darkroom exposures. In the finished 

work, the actual physical edges become inconspicuous. The 

anistic result often tends Lo the surreal rather than the absu·acl. 

Both photomontage and collage originated shortlv before 

1 920,  and the l\\'O are not always differentiated. 



CoLL0010N In  the nineteenth century, the collodion used lo coat glass plates 

/wET-couoo10N PROCESS was made from gun cotton,  a commercially available product, 

/0Rv-coLL0010N PRocEss which was ordinary cotton that had been soaked in  nitric and 

sulfu ric acid and then dried. The photographer dissolved gun 

cotton in a mixture of alcohol and ether to which potassium 

iodide had been added. The resuilant collodion 1,·as a syrupy 

mixture thal could be poured onto clean glass plates as the firsl 

step in the production of negaliYes. 

The wet-collodion process was im·enled in 1 848 bl" F. Seem 

Archer ( 1 8 1 3-1 857) and published by him in 1 85 1 .  I L  was preYalent 

from 1 855 lo about 1 88 1 ,  graduallv displacing both the D A G U E R REO

TYPE and C A LOTYPE processes. Wel-collodion-on-glass negaLiYes 

were Yalued because the transparency of the glass produced a 

high resolution of detail in both the high lights and shadows of the 

resullanl prints and because exposure Limes were shorter than 

those for the daguerreotype or calotype, ranging from a few 

seconds Lo a few minutes, depending on the amount of light 

al"ailable. Finished negatives were usually used Lo produce A L B U 

M EN prints,  although S A LT prints were sometimes made d uring 

the 1 850s and early 1 860s. 

In the wel-collodion process, collodion was poured from a 

beaker with one hand onto a perfectly cleaned G L A S S  P L ATE, 

which was contin uously and steadily tilted with the other hand, LO 

quickly produce an even coating. (The plate was of 1,·hateYer size 

the lin ished print was LO be, from a quarter plate measu ring 4 

bv 5 inches [ 1 0. 2  by 1 2 . 7  cm] LO a mammoth plate measuring 1 8  

by 2 1 inches [35.7 by 53.3 cm].) When the collodion had sel but 

nol dried (a maller of some seconds), the plate 11·as sensitized lw 

bathing it in a solution of sih·er nilrale, \\·hich combined with the 

potassium iodide in the collodion LO produce light-sensitive silver 

iodide. The plate in  its holder 11·as then placed in a camera for 

exposure while still wet-hence the name of the process. A fter 

exposure, the plate was immediately de1·elopecl in a solution 

of pyrogallic and acetic acids; a later refinement of the process 

used ferrous sulfate as a developer. 

As some of these steps required darkness, photographers had 

to Lake dark tems or wagons as well as chemicals and glass plates 

into the field with them. When enough detail became visible in the 

negative in the weak light of a darkroom, the negative was 

removed from the developer, washed in water, fixed with a 

solution of sodium thiosulfate LO remove excess u ndeveloped 

silver iodide, and thoroughly washed to remove the sodium 

thiosullite, and dried. With the addition of a protective coal of 

varnish, the negative was ready LO be used to make prints. That 

this complicated process was often used in remote places by 
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SECONO POSITION OF THll flANfJS. 

1 1 ineteenth-centu1·y photographers is a testimony to their d il igence 

and dedication to thei1· craft. 

The dry-collodion process, of which there were several types 

from the mid- 1 85os to the mid - 1 86os, was a variant of the wet

collodion process that made chemical manipulations u nnecessary 

immed iately before the exposure of the plate. These processes 

fundamentally consisted of an additional coating of the sensitized 

plate with an ingredient that kept the collodion slightly moist 

and thereby extended the time the plate remained l ight-sensitive; 

albumen, honey, gelatin ,  resin,  raspberry syrup ( ' ) ,  and beer 

were among the substances employed. I nconsistent results and 

exposure times up to six times as long as those required for 

wet collodion meant that dry-collodion plates never became 

widely popular. 



COLLODION POSITIVE 

CDLLOTYPE 

See A M U ROTYl'E. 

The collotype (from the Greek kollo, meaning glue) is a kind or 

PI-IOTO LITI-I O < ; RA P I-1 in which glass replaces stone as the printing 

surface. I n  its gradual evolution from the ,,·ork of Alphonse Louis 

Poitevin ( 1 8 1 9- 1 882)  in the 1 850s, the collotype has had
'
a variety 

ol" names given Lo it by its developers, among them the Albertype, 

l .ichtdruck, photmype or phototypie, heliotype, and arlotype. IL is 

still in occasional use. 

The collotype is a pholomechanically produced printed image, 

which Gill be of very high quality, made from a photographic 

image. I ts production calls for a glass plate to be coated with a 

base layer or gelatin hardened with sodium silicate and a second 

layer or gelatin 1-endered sensitive LO light by the addition or 

potassium or ammonium bichromate. The doubly coated plate is 

then dried in a darkened oven al low heal. The plate is exposed Lo 

light (that is, CONTACT P R I NTED) under a negative of the desired 

image. In proportion Lo the amount o f  light received, the second 

level or gelatin hardens .  When the exposed plate is thoroughly 

CoLLOTYPE 

l·:1icnnc-.J ulcs Marci' (Frcnrlt. 1 8:�0-1 <104). Detail or I.a 111arrh1'. plate fi rrom Et11d,.1 de /'hysiologie artistique, 1 89:� 

C :ollotype rrom a neg-al i n :  of c. 1890, I I <{ X  1 7. 7  Clll (41/" x 7  in.) . Jl'C;�f. 84 . X P.960.()3. 



COMBINATION PRINT 

washed in water, excess bichromate runs off and the gelatin swells 

and buckles, producing a very finely veined pattern of wrin kles 

called reticulation : valleys or hardened gelatin separated by 

bumps with the capacity to absorb water. 

Next, the plate is treated with a glycerine solution that pro

motes f"urther absorption or water by the bu mps between the 

\Tins.  Then the plate is dampened and carefully rolled with i n k .  

As i n  a lithographic process, t h e  greasy ink is repulsed f"rom 

the water-swollen bumps but adheres along the lines or reticula

tion . The inked plate is then printed on paper, producing a linely 

detailed image with considerable subtlety or tone in the grays 

and the appearance of having continuous tone. The pattern or 

reticulation is ,·isible only under high magnilication ; for this 

reason, a f inished collotype, particularly if varnished, is often 

di !Iicult to distinguish from a true photograph. 

The combining of two or more negatives into a single print 

during the printing process results in  a combination print. I ts 

COMBINATION PRINT 

I lcnr\' Pcarh Robinson ( B ritish. 1 H �o- 1 90 1  ) . W/11'11 !111' /Jay'.\ Work ls Done. 1877. Albumen print from six 

nc�;lli\·cs. ;}().2 x7'-l . l  cm (22 1/H x 29 11-. in.). JPGM. H+x�t .898. 1 .  



CONTACT PRINT 

CRACKLURE 

( CRAQUELURE ) 

CROPPING 

( TRIMMING ) 

normal means of production begins with masking part of a 

negative when exposing the printing paper under it and then re

cxposing that paper under another partially masked negative, this 

time with the part of the prim covered that had initially been 

exposed. Careful alignment, called registration, i s  necessary to 

produce a single, seamless image. The technique was used princi

pally for landscapes, especially during the 1 850s, when the 

oversensitivity or co1 .1 .on10N to blue light made it difficult to 

obtain  a single negative that rendered both sky and landscape. 

Combination prints were also used in portraiture: with this 

tech nique, the photographer could place the sitter in a setting 

cli ffcrclll from the one in which the photograph was actually 

made. Another means or accomplishing a somewhat similar encl 

was Lo print two negatives together simultaneously. From a 

specially prepared negative, the appearance of fall ing snow could 

thus be added Lo an image taken in midsummer. A combination 

print is not Lo be confused with a D O U B LE EX POS U R E .  

Macie in direct contact with a negative or whatever material, a 

contact print is necessarily of the same dimensions as the negative. 

Most ni neteenth-century prims were contact prints;  most modern 

prints arc E N l.i\ R ( ; E M ENTS. 

These terms (one English, the other French) refer to a network of 

t iny cracks on a surface caused by the shrinkage of a covering 

layer from its support. They arc used Lo describe the deteriorated 

surl�1ces of" some A L B U M EN prints, C A R B O N  prints, (;E !.AT I N  S i l .V E R  

prints ,  and co1. 1 .on10N-011-glass negatives. 

Cropping is the alteration of what appears in  the negative of a 

photograph in order to change the proportions or dimensions or 

a print made from that negative. Often em ployed to edit  out 

peripheral detail ,  cropping can be accom plished by physically 

cutting the edges or a print or by blocking the edges o f  the 

negative in the enlargi ng or printing processes. U n less another 

uncroppcd print or the negative itself is known, cropping is 

undetectable, although it can sometimes be deduced from a 

print's unusual proportions. ( I l lustration on next page.) 

3 1  



CvANOTYPE The cyanmype process for makjng prints was invented by Sir 

John Herschel i n  1 842 and derived from his recognition of the 

l ight sensitivity of iron salts. A sheet of paper is brushed with 

solutions of ferric ammonium citrate and potassiu m ferricyanide 

and dried in the dark. The ol�ject to be reproduced, be i t  a 

drawing, negative, or plant specimen , is then placed upon the 

sensitized sheet in direct sunlight. A fter about a fifteen-min ute 

exposure, an i mpression has been formed, white where the light 

has not penetrated, on a blue ground. The paper is then washed 

in water, where oxidation produces the brilliant blue (cyan) that 

giYes the process its name. A variant of this blueprint process was 

used for vears to du plicate arch itects' drawings. 

CROPPING (TRIMMING) 

\\"alker E\·ans (:\merican, 1 90:1 - 1  �)/!'))- Uoy at I hrumw Conu'r. 1 9:13. 

( �elar i 1 1  sil\'er prin t .  20 x 1 !'> ·2  cm (7i/i; x :):\ 1f:p in.) . .JP<�:-.1. 84.x�1.9:"/i.2G2.  

I hruaua Con1n, 1 �r�'.1 · Celarin sih-c r  prin t ,  

I �).fl x I :..? <� cm (7:1/1 x . ( i/,'1. in . )  . .JP<;:..-1 ,  84. X.\t.9;jfi. 1 68.  



CYANOTYPE 

.-\nna Atkins (British, 1 799- 1 87 1 ) . /1alyrh)".' Siliq110.wi . plate 1 9  from volume 1 of" 

l'lwtogmph.< uf Hritish Algae, 1 8 4 :i/4 4 .  

c:yanotype, 1 2 . 5  x 1 0  c m  (4 1V11ix 4 in.). British Library. 
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DAGUERREOTYPE A daguerreotype is a highly detailed image formed on a sheet of 

copper very thinly plated with silver. Extremely thorough,  even 

exhaustive cleaning and polishing or the silver was the fi rst 

essential step in the making of a dagucrrcOLype. Next came the 

s uspension of the shiny plate over iodine in a closed container. 

Rising vapors from the iod ine united with the sih·er to produce a 

light-sensitive surface coating of silver iodide. The sensitized 

plate, inside a lightproof holder, was then transferred to a camera 

and, in the earliest days, exposed to light for as long as twenty

fivc min utes. The plate was developed by placing it in a container 

suspended over a heated dish or mercury, the vapor from which 

reacted with the exposed silver iodide to produce an image in 

an amalgam of silver mercury. The image was made permanent, 

i.e., F I X E D ,  by im mersion in a solution of salt or hyposulfite of 

soda and toned with gold chloride to improve its color, definition, 

and permanence. The image thus produced had startling clarity. 

Daguerreotypes were highly nilncrablc to physical damage 

rrom abrasion and chemical damage rrom tarnishing. Therefore, 

the\' were normall\' protected by a metal mat and a covering sheet 

or glass, which were sealed with Lape and fitted into a booklike 

case made of wood-covered leather or primiti\·c plastic (com

pressed sawdust and resin) and lined with dark \'Civet (sec C A SE D  

PIIOTOl;RAPII ) . As the image lies on the surf'ace ofa highly polished 

plate, to be seen it must be held at an angle to minimize reflections. 

The shadows in a daguerreotype appear to recede, creating an 

illusion or depth. The earliest daguerreotypes have later-ally 

reversed images, as in a mirror; later, to correct this reversal, an 

actual mirror was placed at an angle in front of the lens when the 

exposure was made and the reflection or the subject was then 

photographed. 

The announcement in 1 8;rn or the im·emion or this process by 

Louis-.J acques-Mande Daguerre ( 1 787- 1 H:i 1  ), \d10 had appropri

ated the research of N iccphore N icpce ( 1 7<i:j- 1 83:\ ) ,  was widely 

acclaimed. Refinements or technique and cquipmem, which 

followed immediately, considerably reduced exposure times and 

made the daguerreotype wildly popular as a medium for portrai

ture until the middle of the 1 850s, e\·cn though it was not inex

pensive. I ts grayish white tones were orten modified by the 

delicate application of color. heightening the apparelll realism of 

the portrait. 
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DARKROOM 

( DARK CHAMBER ) 

DENSITY 

DEPTH OF FIELD 

Because or the light-sensiti\'e properties inherent in photographic 

materials, a darkened enclosure has always been necessary for a 

photographer, whether for the initial sensitizing of the negative 

material (which was done by the photogTapher in the early years 

or photograpl1Y) or for the cle\·clopment or the negati\'e or the 

printing or proors. Such enclosures ha1T taken many forms, from 

moclern-dav darkrooms to the nineteenth-century tra1·cli11g 

photographer's ponable tent or \'an. The essential components or 

darkrooms have 1·aried \\'ith the changing nature or photographic 

processes. 

The technical term ril'llsily, when applied to a photographic print 

or negative, indicates a precise measurement or the amount of'  

light reflected from or absorbed by a particular area of'  a photo

graph or, in the case of' a negative, transmiued through an area of '  

that negative. Density depends Oil the amount or silver deposited 

in a speci f ic  area or a photograph al the encl or the photographic 

process, and it determines the work's depth or tones. In the 

nineteenth century, density was inexactly measured by eye. ' l i >clay 

such measurements can be made by using an electronic machine 

called a densitometer, first proposed jointly in 1 890 by Ferdinand 

H urter ( 1 844-1 898) and Vero Charles Dritlield ( 1 848-1 �) I :J) .  By 

recording the depths or tone al a series or points Oil the print 

bc l'ore and after exhibition, one can determine i f' prolonged 

exposure to gallen lighting has altered a photograph. Calculations 

or the densities or negatives are also used by photographers lo 

determine optimum exposure Limes for prints to be made from a 

particular negative. 

l n describing a photograph, depth of field refers to the extent to 

which the space surrounding a sul�ject appears to be sharplv 

defined, both the space beyond the subject and bet\\'een the 

su bject and the camera. If foreground, middle ground, and 

background all seem Lo be in focus, the work can be said to ha\'e 

great depth or field. ' J Cchnically, depth or field is depenclenl Oil 

the focal length of the camera lens, the size of the camera A PER

TURE, and the distance of the camera from the subject. 



DEVELOPING-OUT PAPER 

DEVELOPMENT 

DIGITAL IMAGE 

These are papers designed for the production of photographic 

prints from negatives by chemical development rather than by the 

action of l ight alone (see PRI NTI N G -O U T  paper).  Developing-out 

papers for enlargement using artificial light are coated with a 

silver-bromide emulsion , usually made of gelatin , that is h ighly 

sensitive to light.  Developing-out papers for C O NTACT P R I N T I N G  

by artificial l ight carry a silver-chloride emulsion. (During the 

gaslight era, this second kind or developing paper was sometimes 

called gaslight paper because i t  could be prepared i n  dim gaslight. 

exposed in full gaslight, and developed in d im.) Both types are 

briefly exposed Lo light under a negative and then chemically 

developed Lo produce an image. Developing-out papers were 

available from 1 873 onward ;  having been substantially im proved 

by 1 880, they became popular, and after 1 900 they were preemi

nent. They were the ancestors o f  modern G E LATIN S I LV E R  photo

graphic papers. The i mages produced are cool in tone u n less 

altered by chem ical TON I N G .  

This basic step in the production o f  a photograph began with 

Talbot's d iscovery in 1 840 that after exposure in a camera, a 

negati,·e contained an invisible or latent image Lhal could be 

chemically transformed into a visible image. Development is thus 

the im mersion or the negative in a bath containing speci fic  chemi

cals for each kind or negative material in order to bring forth the 

visible image. This process is delicate, requ iring careful control 

or l ight, chemicals, temperature, and time. An analogous process 

is used for the production of prints from the negative. IL i s  d uring 

the development process Lhal the exposed silver halides are 

transformed into the metallic silver that comprises the fi nal i mage 

of most black-and-white photographs. Development is followed 

by F I X I N G  and WAS H I N G .  

A s  the rod and cone photoreceptors of the human eye e nable i t  to 

form an image and as light-sensitive S I LV E R  S A r:rs produce a 

photographic image in a camera, so a gridded mosaic of light

sensitive pictu re elements, called pixels, embedded on a computer 

chip permits the generation of digital images. By means of a 

transducer, the pixels emit electrical signals proportional to the 

intensity of l ight received. While the gridded pattern is systemati

cally scanned, the signals are converted to numbers in proportion 

to their strength, and the numbers, in  binary form, are then 

stored in  electromagnetic form. With or without alteration by 
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DIGITAL IMAGE 

'.\ancY Hu rson 

(American. b. 1 948) 
\\lidmul l.  1 982 

Cela1in silwr cligi1al 

image 

'2/ .9 x '.1!»() cm 

( I I  x 1 4  in.) 

�l llSC'lllll or Pholographir 

.'\ ns 

San Diego 

8�)-0 I :J.00'2 

DIMENSIONS 

D1RECT·POSITIVE PRINT 

further computer manipulation, the images can be rege11e1·;1ted , 

via different mechanisms, onto a television screen, <H" onto photo

graphic prints or lilm, or onto paper. In each case the sto1-cd 

signals are again laid out in the geometric pauen1 of the mosaic, 

but the rectangular reticulation is rareh· Yisible because of the 

extreme densities of the original grid and replicating mechan isms. 

The technology for producing a d igital image is form idable and 

i n  flux. 

In stating the measurements of photographs, height is giYen 

before \\"iclth, and dimensions arc usually stated meLrically a nd in 

inches. Normally it is the size of the image itself that is measured 

rather than the sheet on ll"hich it appears. 

The term rlirPc/ j}()sitit 't' Giil be used to refer LO the 1-csult or am· 

photographic process in 1d1 ich a positil"e image is produced 

on paper, glass, or metal, 1,·ithout a separate negatil"e. Se1-cral 

modern processes fall u nder this rubric. i ncluding those for 

making slides, transparency lilms, and D Y E  D ES T R t: C :T i o :-;  pri nts ; 

those for photocopying documents; and those involving reversal 

materials. A nanower use of the term denotes simple1· nineteenth

century processes, most notably that of H ippolytc Bayani ( 1 80 1-

1 887). In 1 8;)9 and shortlv a fterward, Bayard produced images by 

coating a sheet or good quality \\"riting paper \\"ith sill"cr chloride, 

nearly exactly as Talbot had done for P H OTO G E :-.1 1 c :  D R AW l :-.i (; s .  

L'nlike -nilbot, Bayard then exposed the paper to light u nt i l  it 



blackened. A fter dipping it in potassium iodide, he placed the 

bloued sheet in  a camera, where the iodine bleached out the 

paper in proportion Lo the light received. forming a positive 

image.  A fter learning of Sir John Herschel's idea of using sodium 

thiosulfate ("hypo") as a fixer, Bayard employed hypo instead of 

the potassium bromide he had i nitia l ly  used. The print was then 

,,·ashed . Each print was unique and could not be du plicated 

except bv new photography. His direct-positive prints can be 

yellow-brmu1 Lo yellowish green in hue, and the image is often so 

softly rendered as to seem photographed through a gau zy ,·eil 

or under water. 

DIRECT�POSITIYE PRINT 

I l ippolnc l\;l\·ard ( French. 1 80 1 - 1 887). Still Lifi• with Stat11el/1•s, 1 839. 

Di rect-posit in· prinl.  1 :� - 1 x 1 2 . 8  cm (;J 1/1 x 5 1/1!i in.) . .JPG�t . 84.xM. 2Ci 1 . 2 .  



DODGI NG 

DOUBLE EXPOSURE 

Frederick Sommer 

(:\merican. 1 �)O;J) 

.\fox /:.n1.\/, I �J.1-1 

(�datin sih'l'r print 

I �I<� x �.q . I rm 

( 7 ·�i:.. x 9 1/� i 1 1 . )  

J l' ( ;�1  

Hfl.x�1.:> 1 :l 

DOUBLE EXPOSURE 

DRY PLATE 

When a photographer determines that a dark area of a negative, 

contact print, or trial proof is too dense or shows inadequate 

detail, she or he can employ dodging as a tech nique to reduce that 

density. During enlargement it consists of interposing for part of 

the exposure a piece of card, tin , plastic, or aluminum, which is 

attached to the end of a thin stiff wire beL\,·een the beam of light 

coming through the negative via the enlarging lens and the 

new print being exposed. The shadow cast by the card reduces the 

exposure on that area of the print, leaving it l ighter in tone or 

showing greater detail. To avoid creating a sharp outline arou nd 

the shadowed area, the photographe1· jiggles the dodging instru

ment gently back and forth .  Ir a photographer uses dodging while 

contact printing, he or she interposes the card between the light 

sou rce and the negative. For a related technique, see 11 u R N I N < ;- 1 � .  

A double exposure results from t h e  (presumabh·) intentional 

second exposure i n  a camera of a negative in order to produce a 

combination of two i mages in a single print from that negative. 

Multiple exposures, also for artistic effect. are likewise possible, 

particularly with the aid of stroboscopic l ighting. 

In general, dry plate refers to any glass or metal plate coated with 

a d ried light-sensitive emulsion. The first true d ry plates were of 



DRYSTAMP 

DYE DESTRUCTION PRINT 

/DYE BLEACH PROCESS 

DYE DI FFUSION PRINT 

glass coated with A L B U M E N  containing SI LVER SALTS. As they were 

less sensitive and therefore required much longer exposures 

than W ET-COLLOD I ON plates, d ry plates were liule em ployed. So

called DRY-COLLO D I O N  plates (which were in fact very slightly 

damp rather than dry) also required longer exposu res than wet 

collodion and were also l i ttle used. The term d1y plate usually 

refers to thin glass plates coated with gelatin containing light

sensitive silver salts. The first practical plates of this type were 

in\"entecl in 1 87 1  by Richard Maddox ( 1 8 1 6- 1 9<)2 )  and after 

a period of rapid evolution were in general use in the m id- 1 88os; 

they are still available, although i n frequently used. Dry plates 

wholly supplanted wet collodion as they did not require messy 

last-minute chemical preparations and were more sensitive. 

A photographer normally bought the plates already sensitized , in 

the size for which her or his camera was designed, although in the 

early clays some photographers coated their own . 

See B LI N DSTA M I' .  

These color prints are made from a color transparency or negative 

in which the print material has, at the outset, at least three em ul

sion layers of S I LV E R  SALTS (halides). Each of the three layers is 

sensitized to one of the three primary colors of light: blue, green, 

and reel. Thus, each layer can record different information 

about  the color make-up of the image. (The green layer "remem

bers" green,  and so on.) Each layer also contains a dye related to 

the primary color to which the layer is SENSITI Z E D .  During expo

sure lo the negative, in each layer a si lver i mage is formed . This 

image is developed and then bleached oul, and with it a propor

tional amount of the associated dye is also destroyed. A fter 

additional chemical manipulation, the print is F I X ED and WAS H E D .  

The residual dyes,  on a white support, form a full-color image i n  

which t h e  three emulsion layers are perceived a s  one. (Cibachrome 

is one of the trade names for a print made in this way. Ciba

chromes have a high gloss and, where visible, black margi ns.) The 

vibrant color in a dye destruction print is relatively resislanl lo 

fading, although not as resistant as the color in a D Y E  TRANSFER 

print; however, it is more permanent than a C H R O M OG E N I C  print. 

( I l lustration on next page.) 

This type of modern color print is  made by a h ighly sophisticated 

technology that can only be approximately described here. The 

emu lsion of the print  material has three principal layers, each 

sensitized to one of the three primary colors of light: red ,  green,  
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DYE DESTRUCTION PRINT/DYE BLEACH PROCESS 

Eileen Cowin ( A merican. h. l�H/). / '11/illn/. 1 �18 1 .  lhe hlearh print (Cihachrome). 

,1 7 · '.1 x ;i8.8 cm ( 1 9 x  �q in.). Los A n �dcs County Museum of An. 

(;raphir Arts  Council Curatorial Discretionary Fund. �l .84 . 1 7. 

DYE DIFFUSION PAINT 

William Wq�ma11 

(Ameriran. h. 1 �H � )  

Ray am/ ,\fn. /.11/mn 

;,, Br'd \l"atrhing T\ ' . 1 98� 

Dye di ffusion print 

( Polaroid) 

:)o.8 x (io.9 (Ill (20 x �-I in.) 

Center for CrcatiH� 

Photography. · 1 ·ucson 



DYE TRANSFER PRINT 

( DYE IMBIBITION PRINT ) 

DYE TRANSFER PRINT 

(DYE IMBIBITION PAINT) 

. Jo Ann Callis 

(American, h. 1 �H 1 )  

Parrot a11d Sailboat, 1 98<> 

Dye transkr print 

4!J x .'.l8 cm 

( 1 j =� x 2 2:Y1 in.) 

Ralph M. Parsons Fund 

Los Ang-clcs County 

Museum of Art 

M.8"J. I W.li 

or blue. Each layer is interleaved with an associated layer contain

ing both a dye reciprocal to the primary color and a developing 

agent. These layers plus a final backing layer comprise both 

the positive and negative and are contained in a sort of envelope 

that also holds a pod of additional chemicals. A fter exposure, the 

pod breaks open to start the development and dyeing processes. 

The dyes that form the image diffuse, that is, migrate from 

their original positions through the emulsion layers to th
.
e backing, 

where they form the final image. The negative materials are then 

stripped away from this positive, which constitutes a unique 

color print. The Polaroid process, invented by Edwin Land 

( 1 909- 1 99 1 )  and marketed from 1 948 onward, is an example of 

this technology. In a newer version of the process, it is  no longer 

necessary to strip away the negative materials, which remain 

embedded but not visible in the finished print. Unfortunately, 

because of unused chemicals remaining in the negative materials, 

these newer prints are less stable than their predecessors. 

These two terms refer to a class of color prints made by a series of 

related processes in which three carefully superim posed layers of 

dye are transferred to a gelatin-coated base. Generally, from a 

color transparency, three separation negatives in black and white 

are made by photographing the original negative successively 

through red, green, and blue filters. Each negative thus carries 

information about part of the color composition. From each 
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EDITION 

EMULSION 

44 

negative a matrix (or mold) is made by exposing under i t  a 

gelatin-coated f i lm and developing this f i lm in a solution that 

con tains a tanner which hardens the part of the gelatin that has 

been exposed. The balance or the gelatin is washed awav, lca,· ing a 

mold. Each of the three molds is placed in a cl i fferenL clvc bath .  

appropriate to  the color or the fi lter bv 1d1ich i t s  separation 

negati\·e was made. The molds a1-c then serially applied in exact 

align ment to gelatin-coated paper Lo which the three dyes arc 

transferred , thus producing a fu ll-color image. The dye t ransf'cr 

process, which has considerably evolved from its origins in the 

1 870s, is time-consuming but permits considerable control or 

results and produces a relat ivclv permanent print that  does not 

conLain sih·cr. For a related earl ier process, see L\ R ll RO lnin t .  

A n  edition is created when a photographer decides for con1111er

cial purposes to set a maximum number of prims from a negat i,·e 

and indicates the l imitation bv serial lv marking each prin t  with 

t\\'O numbers in the form or a fraction. The numerator denotes 

the position or the prim in the sequence, presumably in the  order 

acLUally made, and the denominator the total number of prints .  

This practice is borro11-cd from traditional printmaking processes. 

The light-sensiti\-c coating of modern photographic f i lm.  pla t es .  

and printing paper i s  an emulsion consisting or  sih-cr-halidc 

crvstals suspended in gelat in .  (An emulsion consists or t inv  

undissolved particles or one substance held in suspension .  in  

uni form d ispersion, in  another substance. in it ialh· liquid or semi

liquid in form, as, f'or example, mavonnaise consist s or  part icles or 

egg yolk held in oil . ) The light-sensitive sih-cr hal ides, or S I LV E R  

SAt:rs, are silver bromide, silver ch loride, and silver iodide. 

The properties or these halides arc ,·aricd, and other ingred ien ts  

arc added, depending 01 1  the part icular use for wh ich the  emulsion 

is designed. After manufacture, t he emulsion is applied to a f inal 

support, transparclll if for f i lm,  opaque i f  for prints. (Sec c ; E I .AT I :>;  

S I L\' E R  print.) I n  the n inctcclllh centu rv, A L B L' '.\IE:>; and CO!. l.O D I O :>;  

\\'ere the  primarv means or anaching sil\'cr-halidc crvstals to 

supports, but the halides rested 011 the su rfaces of these substances 

and 11·ere not suspended within them . 



ENLARGEMENT 

. .\lexanclcr (;;miner 

( ..\mcriran. b. Scotland. 
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detail . 
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ENLARGEMENT An enla1·gemcnt is a photographic print  or greater dimensions 

than the negative from which it was made. (A print or the same 

size as the negative is called a c :o :-; TACT print.) The overall process 

for making an enlargement is to concentrate a sou rce of l ight,  

usually by means of a lens,  sending the l ight f i rst through a 

negative and then through a second, magn irying lens, onto ligh�

sensitive paper of the desired size. The quality of the enlargement 

is thus dependent on the enlarging apparatus, the degree or 

transparency or the negative, and the degree of sensitivity to light 

of the material used to produce the final pri nt.  In the nineteenth 

centu ry, exposures were long, as the usual source of light was 

the sun;  in the twentieth centu ry, electric light has resu l ted 

in m uch shorter exposures. Enlargement can also be used to make 

an enlarged transparency from which , in turn, a contact negative 
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EXPOSURE 

FERROTYPE 

FIELD CAMERA 

FIXING 

FLASH 

and then a single print or series of same-size prints can be pro

duced. E nlargements became truly practicable with the advent of 

emulsions containing si lver bromide, which were sensitive even 

to artificial light, such as gaslight in the 1 880s. 

The great advan tages of enlarging negatives are twofold : to 

increase the scale of the fi nished print and to shrink the size 

of the camera used to produce them , making unnecessary the 

cumbersome cameras or the glass-plate era, when enlargin g  often 

had unpredictable results. 

See A PE RTURE. 

See T I NTYPE. 

See V I EW C A M E R A .  

Fixing is a critical step in  the production of a photograph. At the 

end of the development of a negative or a print the chemical 

compounds on the surface or either, which compose the image, 

are u nstable and therefore need to be treated by f ixing to prevent 

further chemical reactions. A fter development and preliminary 

washing, negatives or prinLs are i m mersed in one or more baths 

con taining a fixer and, usually, other com pounds to abet the 

process and strengthen the results .  Careful timing and control or 

chemical purities are required . Further washing follows. Sir 

John Herschel fi rst suggested in 1 839 that sodium hyposulli te 

could be used to fix photogra phs. Although the correct name for 

the com pound is sodium thiosulfate, i t  was for so long the most 

common fixer that photographers today tend to call all fixers 

"hypo," even though other chemicals are often used. 

A photographic Hash is the addition,  for an instant or two, or 

supplemental l ight of high intensity to a photographic subject in 

order to produce a better-exposed negative and thus a more 

visible fi nal image.  Perhaps the earliest device for this purpose was 

the magnesium-flare used in the early I 86os. Modern devices 

include the Hashbulb and the electronic flash. 



FLASH 

:\aclar 
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FOXING 

GELATIN S I LVER PAINT 

/SILVER-BROMIDE PAINT 

/S ILVEA·CHLOAIDE PAINT 

This term refers to brownish spots in paper. They are caused by 

fungus, bacteria, and/or chemical or metallic impurities introduced 

in the paper-manufacturing process, which, when exposed to atmo

spheric moisture over time, cause staining in the paper and sometimes 

thereby on a photograph made on or mounted to that paper. 

Soon after the i nvention of the gelatin DRY P LATE in 1 87 1 ,  papers 

coated with gelatin con taining S I LVER SALTS for making black

and-white prints from negatives were introduced, and they are 

still in general use. The silver salts contained in the gelatin 

emulsion laid on the paper are principally silver bromide or si lver 

chloride or a combination of both. As silver chloride is less 

sensitive to light than si lver bromide, papers containing silver 

chloride are used for CONTACT P R DITI N G ,  whereas silver bromide 

papers are primarily used for E N LA Rl;n1ENTS. Papers with both 

salts-chloro-bromide papers-can be used for either method of 

making prints. 

GELATIN SILVER PRINl 

August Sander (German, 18;6-1 964). Group of Circ11.1 Peo/J/e, 1 926. 

Gelatin silver print, 1 9.g x 27.5 cm (7 'V,i; x 1 0;11< in.) . . J I''"'· 84.x".498+ 



GHOST 

In 1 873 gelatin silver-bromide papers were invented and 

first produced by Peter Mawdsley, although they did not come 

into general use until the 1880s. They were DEVELO P I N G - O U T  

papers rather than PRI N T I N G-OUT papers, that is, after brief 

exposure under a negative, usually in an enlarger, the image was 

further brought out by chemical development. Gelatin silver

chloride papers for printing-out and for developing-out were 

both introduced in 1 882.  A printed-out photograph was placed 

under the negative under a light source until the image appeared 

in its final form, without chemical development. The exposure 

under the negative was necessarily much longer than for a devel

oped-out photograph. Photographers of the 1 880s and afterward 

did not normally coat their own papers but obtained them from 

commercial sources. Gelatin silver prints had generally displaced 

A L B U M EN prints in popularity by 1 895 because they were more 

stable, did not yellow, and were simpler and quicker to produce. 

Because of the great variety of papers offered by manufactur

ers, the tones and surface gloss of gelatin silver prints varied. 

Generally, however, the tone of the i mage of a gelatin silver

bromide print is neutral black. A gelatin silver-chloride print that 

has been developed out is bluish black or cool in tone, w hile one 

that has been printed out (a comparative rarity in America 

after 1 895) is brown or warm in tone. Prints made on paper 

containing both bromide and chloride have a warm, brownish 

black tone. All of these colors can be altered by TON I N G .  The 

highlights are white unless the underlying paper support has been 

T I N T E D .  Gelatin silver prints often, but not always, have h igh 

surface gloss, particularly if they are contact prints. 

During the long exposures required by n ineteen th-century 

photographic processes, if a person, animal, or carriage moved 

away from its i nitial position, a blurred, faint, residual impression 

of it remained on the negative and appeared in the print. This 

image is called a ghost from its transparent, whitish tone. Any 

exposure of a negative with a shutter speed slower than about '/!;., 

of a second can cause objects i n  motion to blur. Sometimes this 

fact was used to intentionally produce a ghostlike image. See also 

SPIRIT P H OTOGRA P H .  (Illustration on next page.) 
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GHOST 
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GLASS PLATE 

/MAMMOTH PLATE 

GROUNO GLASS 

GuM BICHROMATE PRINT 

In 1 834, Sir John Herschel presciently suggested that glass, 
because of its transparency, could be employed as a support for 
light-sensitive materials. From 1 850 onward, glass was used for 
positives, l ike the AMB ROTYPE, or, more frequently, for photo
graphic negatives. ALBUMEN, COLLODION,  and GELATI N " carrying 
light-sensitive S ILVER SALTS, have all been successfu lly e mployed 
for coating glass plates for use in the camera. Glass has also 
been used for transparencies like the LANTERN SLIDE. The term 
glass plate most often applies to the collodion process. Plates of 
high-quality glass with ground edges were commercial ly available 
in standard sizes. Mammoth plates are simply those plates of large 
dimensions (and considerable weight), typical ly 1 8  by 2 2  inches 
(46 by 56 cm), often used for photographing landscapes during 
the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century, glass plates can 
be taken to refer to dry plates carrying gelatin emulsions. 

In modern usage the term grou nd glass denotes the translucent 
surface in a camera on which the subject or a photograph is 
projected from the lens via a mirror and prism to show the same 
image that will be exposed on the negative. The photographer 
uses it to assess, compose, and focus the image. 

Introduced in 1 894, popular into the 1 920s, and occasionally 
used today, the gum bichromate process for making prints from 
negatives was valued for the high degree of artistic control it gave 
the photographer over the appearance of the final print. A gu m 
bichromate print was made by brushing onto a sheet of paper a 
smooth coating of gum arabic (a transparent plant secretion) 
dissolved in water and mixed with a pigment and a solution of 
potassium (or ammonium) bichromate. The coated paper was 
dried and exposed in sunlight or ultraviolet light under a same
size negative, i .e . ,  was CONTACT PRINTED. The bichromate caused 
the gum arabic to harden in proportion to the amount of light 
received. For exam ple, in what would be the highlights of the final 
print, the negative was dark. As a result, over the corresponding 
section of the print the gum did not harden and could be washed 
away, leaving the highlight area l ight in tone. After exposure, 
the print was placed in water, and the part of the gum that had 
remained soluble slowly dissolved amd floated away. The photog
rapher could alter this process by brushing the surface or focusing 
a stream of water toward it to dissolve greater or lesser amounts 
of the pigmented gum arabic, thus changing the degrees of 



GUM BICHROMATE PRINT 

Rohen llcmadn· 
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conLrasl. The prinl was complete when dried. 

The print, however, was of'Len recoaled wiLh the same or a 

pigmented gum-arabic solution of '  another color. It was then re

cxposed once it had been caref'ully aligned under Lhe same 

negaLive in order Lo alter, clccpen, or enrich its tones, overall or in 

specilic areas. Cum bichro111ate prints have brnacl tones with little 

resolu tion of dewil. and they of 'Len rese111ble crayon or chan:oal 

drawings or waLercolors. As they do not contain sil\'cr in the l inal 

image, they arc relatively pcr111anent. 



HALATION 
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HALATION 

HALFTONE 

This technical term rerers to a halo or l ight around a bright object 

in a photograph, such as a window. lamp. or st reetliglH. I t  occurs 

in the negative or in the positive printing process because or 

excess l ight rays from the bril l iant ohje([ ref le([ing hack from the 

emulsion su pport, whether glass or l i lm.  Antihalation coatings 

exist to el iminate such reflections. 

The halftone processes refer to the transrormation of the cont in

uous tones o f  a photographic image, from the whites through 

the grays (halftones) to the blacks, into the d iscontinuous tones of 

a printed i mage. Ti> create grays f'rorn a single tone or black 

printing ink, the ink can either he deposited in ,·a rying densities 

(as in the photoengraving processes) or in ,·arying patterns o r  

distribution over t h e  page su rface (as in t h e  P I I OTO LI T H O G R A l' H I C  

processes) .  Halftone usually rerns t o  t h e  photolithographic 

processes in which the original photiigraphic image is rephoto

graphed through a gridded screen that breaks up the i mage into a 

panern of dots of various sizes, depending mt the relative darkness 

or the original. (These dots are so small that the eye does not see 

them as dots but as varying shades of gray.) This new image, 

which has been, in effect, lil tered through the screen, can then be 

transferred to a printing plate. 

In the photoengraving processes the continuous tones are 
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broken into discontinuous tones by dusting the printing plate with 

powdered resin (called a grain) that diffuses the image. This is  

s imilar to the grain used in the traditional aquatint  printma king 

process. The only photomechanical process that used neither a 

screen nor a grain was the woo1H 1 t' R YTYPE. 

Both photolithography and photoengraving have n umerous 

technological variations but have largely been su perseded by 

electronic means of producing images from photographs, often 

involving the use of l inear scanners, photo cells, lasers, and 

the l ike .  



HAND·COLDRED PHOTOGRAPH 

L·1 1 k 1 1ow11 makl'r 

.Ja panese School 
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HAND-COLORED 

PHOTOGRAPH 

HELIOGRAVURE 

HOLOGRAM 

A \"<triety of means have been used since the davs of the D A G L' E RREO

T Y P E  to acid color man ually to the surface of black-and-white 

photographs, i ncluding watercolor and other paints and 

dyes. Brushes, cotton swabs, and airbrushes arc used for appli

cation .  Hand-colored photographs arc to be distinguished from 

TI NTED ones. 

See P H OT O G RAV U R E .  

A hologram is  an image i n  three dimensions made on a photo

graphic plate, but it is not, in this writer's vie\\·, a photograph.  

Although holograms and photographs share the quality of being 

images and the characteristic of being made ll\· the exposure o f  an 

emulsion surface to light directed lw lenses. in al l  other respects 

thev differ. 

The tech nology and \'Ocabulary liir holography are complex, 

and several kinds of images are called holograms; what follows 

is a simplified sketch.  One kind of hologram, a transmission 

hologram, is made by directing one of two parts of a laser

generated beam of light toward an em ulsion on a glass plate. The 

other part of the beam is directed toward the subject of the 

hologram and reflected from the sul�ject toward the emulsion .  

The coincidence of the two beams or light O i l  the emulsion 

produces a mixture of the pallen1s each provides. The emulsion 

records the similarities and differences of light. (This is a l ittle 

as if  yellow and blue paint were mixed on a s11 1·face to produce 

green , but at each point on the su rface the differences between 
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INSCRIPTION 

INSCRIPTION 
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KALLI TYPE 

/VAN DYKE PRINT 

yellow and blue as well as the resultant green were apparent.) If 

the finished glass plate is i l luminated , again using a laser, an 

image that appears to h a,·e three dimensions is produced in a 

space set up to recei\·e it .  A reflection hologram is made somewhat 

differently and can be \'iewed by reflected light without projection. 

I ts i mage is con tained in  the many thin layers of' which it is made. 

Reflection holograms are often to be found on present-day 

credit cards and the like. 

See F I X I N G .  

Anything wriuen or otherwise marked on the from (recto) or 

back (verso) of a photograph, i ts  mount,  or, less frequently, its 

mat, is an inscription .  I nscriptions can consist or the photogra

pher's signature or B Li l\ D - or WETSTA M P ,  or they can be made by 

someone else e ntirely, for example, a dedication of the photograph 

by one friend to another. (See also the i l lustration accompanying 

L A N T E R N  S L I DE.) 

The kall itype is an iron-salt photographic process devised about 

1 899 by W. J. N ichol and derived from the 1rnrk or Sir John 

Herschel in the 1 840s. The process is analogous Lo that for the 

PLAT I N U M  print, and the results can look similar. A thick stock of 

paper was brushed with a solution o f  ferric oxalate (which i s  an 

iron salt), oxalic acid , and silve1· nitrate. This light-sensitive paper 

was CONTACT PRINTED under a negative. usually in sunlight, 

u ntil the mid tones began to appear. The print was then developed 

out in one of several solutions, depending on the color desired. 



KALLI TYPE 

James ( ; .  Chapman 

(American. <ffti\'t' c 1 90:)) 
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The light had transformed the ferric oxalate to rerrous oxalate 

and produced an image in  metallic silver. The print was then 

F IXED with sod ium thiosulfate and WASHED .  I ts color, which could 

he furt her modified by TON IN C ,  cou ld be black,  brown, sepia. 

purple, or maroon. Because or the kallitype's alleged imperma-

11e1 1ce-N ichol's original formula for fixing was ddicicm-it 

11ever achieved real popularity, although many variants of the 

process were annou nced . One kind of kallitype was known as a 

Van Dyke print, as its rich , deep browns are thought to 1·esemble 

those achieved by Anthony van Dyck,  or those of the pigment 

named after him. 
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LANTERN SLIDE 

lANYEAN SLIDE 
Frederick E\'ans 
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I n  the mid-nineteenth centu ry, when a slide projector was popu

la.-ly called a magic lantern , a lantern slide was t he source or the 

projected image. Originally a n  image pai nted on glass, a lantern 

slide became photographic i n  the 1 850s with the use of an A l .ll l:

M t: N ,  or later co1.1.o u 1 0 N ,  coat ing on one side. E i ther kind or 

coating co11 tained light-sensit i\·e S I L\'ER S A t.:r s ,  \ \·h ich, when 

exposed u n d er a negati\·e, D E V E L O P E D ,  F I X E D ,  and \\'AS H E D ,  pro

duced a pmi ti\T t ransparency. To protect the fragile f in ished 

image, the coated side was cm ·ered with a second.  same-sized 

piece or glass (usual ly  about 3 '!, lw 3 '/1 inches [8.2 by 8.2 cm] ). and 

their  edges were taped together. Lantern slides were used both 

for home entertainmen t  and for the illustration of public )ecttl l'eS, 

of'ten of' an ed ifying natu re. 

Made of glass or plastic, a lens is the esse11tial means by which 

light rays comin g  from a n  ol�ject bei n g  photographed are direc:Led 

onto the negative material i n  a camera in order to pn1d uce a 

photograph. Light rays lral 'cl i n  straigh1 l ines, but when they pass 

from one medium (in th is  case, air) Lo ano1 her ( in  t h is case, the 

glass of a lens)� they bend. They bend again as they emerge from 

the back of' t he lem. The front and hack surface con tours of a l e ns 

determine the d i rection i n  which the rays arc ben t. Camera lenses 

arc shaped so that  the light rays converge on the negative. Modern 



MAMMOTH PLATE 

MAT 

MIN IATURE CAMERA 

MONTAGE 

MouNTIMAT 

N EGATIVE/POSITIVE 

camera lenses are nol single pieces of glass bul assemblies of 

multiple glass elements that collectively produce a clear, distortion

lree image. The quality of a lens depends upon Lhe precision of  

its design and manu facture. Among the  many kinds manufactured 

for specific purposes arc wide-angle, telephoto, soft-focus, enlarg

ing, and zoom lenses. 

See c;LASS PLATE. 

See M O U NT. 

This inexact term designates a very easily portable camera meant 

to be hand-held , having a lens ol a h igh standard of sharpness, 

employing roll film (particularly 33mm) ,  and thus producing 

a small negative that requires considerable enlargement. The 

term is used particularlv for cameras ol the Leica type imrocluced 

in 1 923  by Ernst Leitz ( 1 87 1- 1 936) ;  i t  docs not refer to tiny 

nm·elt y cameras. 

Sec CO LLA G E. 

In American parlance a mount is a secondary support Lo which a 

photograph is afl ixcd , the primary su pport being the paper on 

which the photograph i tself" was made. A mounL is normally cut 

lrom heavy paper stock or card , prckrably of good quality 

and acid-free. I r  a .�ccond sheet with an opening cut in to i t  of the 

size and proport ion or t he photograph is h inged to the mount, 

the ensemble is called a mat. The Lop sheet t h rough the window 

or which the image is seen is called an overmat in America , a 

passc-partout in England ,  where 111at and 11101111/ are more nearly 

synonymous terms. For safe handling, a photograph should have 

bot h  mount and mat. 

·ni allach a photograph Lo its mount ,  modern conservators 

prck1· to use thin hinges, like those used Lo put stamps in albums 

but made o[ rice paper, aflixed Lo an edge or the photograph with 

wheat-starch paste. 

As Wil l iam Henry Fox Talbot discovered in Lhe mid- 1 83os, when a 

shecl of paper carrying light-sensitive S I LVER S A LTS is exposed to 

l ight, the silver darkens in proportion to the amount of l ighL 

rcHccted from Lhe su�jcct. An image oflhe scene ouLside Lhe 

camera is formed on the surface of the paper, but where an object 

in the actual scene is l ight in value, its appearance on the paper is 

dark and where dark, light. It was "falbot's genius to realize that 
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NEGATIVE/POSITIVE 

Da\'id Octa,·ius H ill ( B ritish. 1 80,-1 870) and Robert Adamson ( British, 1 82 1 - 1 848). Sl'rg<'alll of thl' forlJ·.11•rn1ul 

(;11rd1111 lliglilamlen Readi11g the Oniei:< 11/t/11• Dai·. 1 8,1 ti. 

Calotrpc (ncgati,·c) and salt prin t ( positive), ead1 1 4  .5 x 1 ti . 7  cm (5:\1, x 7:\11 in.) . 

.JPC :M,  84.x�t.445.18 and 84.XM-445·�·  



N EGATIVE PRINT 

NEGATIVE PRINT 
Franz Roh 
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01 L·PIGMENT PRINT 

if this piece of paper, the negative, were placed in  contact with 

a second sheet of similarly sensitized paper, the \'alues on the 

second sheet would be returned Lo nornrnl by re\'ersal, that is, 

would correspond to the actual values. The second sheet is a 

positive, commonly called a print. The names ncgatiiw and jmsitive 

were suggested by Sir John Herschel. 'J albot also realized that 

multi ple positives could be made from a single negative. Frnm this 

negative-positive process, all subsequent photography derives. 

In this kind of print, the highlights and shadows are the reverse 

of their normal appearance: the shadows are l ight, the h ighlights 

are dark. N egative prints ,  made for artistic effect, can be achieved 

by a number of means, including placing photographic paper 

normally used for prints in the camera in lieu of fi lm,  photo

graphing a negative, or printing from a positive transparency. 

See B RO M O I L  P R I N T .  



0ROTOHE 
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0ROTONE 

0RTHOCHROMATIC 

/PANCHROMATIC 

This term refers to a photographic image made from a negati\'e 

that had been printed on a glass plate co\'ercd 1,· ith a G ELAT I :'\  S J  L

VER emulsion. The back of the glass plate was then painted with 

gold mixed with banana oil or with bronze powders mixed in 

resin to give the appearance of gold. and the work was framed. The 

technique was popularized by Edward Sheriff Curtis ( 1 868-1 952) .  

These descriptive terms apply to photographic negative materials 

that have been adjusted to produce fuller ranges of response to 

the color spectrum. The ligh1 -sc11siti\'e S J L\'ER S A LTS that form 

photogra phic images respond more strongly to blue light than to 

the balance of the spectrum, while the human eye responds 

most to green light. Thus. the black-and-white tonal values of 

mid-nineteenth-century phorographs, particularly of  works of art, 

did not correspond to actuality. Red and yellow areas appeared 



PALLADIOTYPE 

(PALLADIUM PRI NT) 

PANORAMA 

too dark, blues and violets too light. To correct these deficiencies, 

at a later period dyes were aclclecl to emulsions to enhance their 

color sensitivity. From the early 1 880s, an orthochromatic (correct 

color) emulsion sensitive to blue and green l ight, but not red light, 

was available. After 1 905, a panchromatic (all color) emulsion, 

sensitive to blue, green, and, to a lesser extent, reel l ight, was 

produced. Further refi nements followed . 

See PLATI N U M  PRI NT. 

A panorama consists of a photograph or series of photographs 

that encompasses a sweeping view. When an ordinary camera and 

lens are used to produce a panorama, the camera is carefu lly 

pivoted on a tripod and a series of exposures of slightly overlap

ping aspects of the same view are made. The 1·esultant segments 

are then trimmed and pieced together. Wide-angle lenses or 

panoramic cameras can produce single-exposure panoramas. 

From the daguerrean era onward, many varieties of panoramic 

cameras have been invented. In one kind of modern camera, the 

fi lm is mounted on a curved back i nside the camera and the 

lens automatically turns on an axis. A continuous exposure is 

made onto the fi l m  through a narrow slit moving with the lens. 

Another camera itself rotates, and the fi lm moves past a slit at a 

speed coordinated to that of the rotation. A camera called a 

cyclograph was devised to photograph in a continuous band 

around the outside of a cylind rical object. In this instance, the 

object rather than the camera was made to revolve, but exposure 

was again through a slit. 

PANORAMA 

.Josef Swick (Czechoslovak. 1 896- 1 976). P"11mm11" o/i'mKW', c. 1 946.  

Gelatin sil\'cr prinL, 1 ;) · 9 x  50.7 cm (fi 1/1 x 20 in.) . . JP<;M,  8G.XM.5 1 () , 1 .  



PHOTOGENIC DRAWING 
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PHOTOGENIC DRAWING Photogenic drawing was William Henry Fox 'falbot's name for the 

resul ts of his first, cameraless photographic process and derived 

from experiments he had begun in 1 834 but did not announce 

until 1 839.  In its s implest form the process required a smooth,  

h igh-quality sheet of writ ing paper that was dried after immersion 

in a solution of table salt (sodium chloride) .  Talbot then brushed 

the paper w ith a solution of silver n itrate that combined wi th 

the sodium chloride to produce silver ch loride, wh ich is a l ight

sensitive SI LVER SALT. I n  sunlight on top of this sheet of sensitized 

paper Talbot then placed small objects such as leaves and lace. Those 

areas of the paper where the sunlight fell darkened, wh ile those 



PHOTOGLYPHIC 

ENGRAVING 

PHOTOGLVPHIC ENGRAVING 
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areas that the object prevented sunlight from reaching remai ned 

light. The exposure continued u ntil the image (in negative) was 

completely PRI NTED OUT and thus wholly \·isible .  Talbot prevented 

the paper from continuing to darken, i .e . ,  he F I X E D  the image, 

however imperfectly, with a strong solution or ordinary salt that 

rendered the u nexposed silver salt less l igh t-sensitive. 

"falbot's next step was to expose sensitized paper inside simple 

cameras or his O\,·n design : small wooden boxes with a lens at 

the end opposite the paper. The results were the first, rudimentan 

camera negati\·es. Talbot placed these 1 1egati\"C images in  sunl ight 

on top of and in contact with a second sheet  o f  sensitized paper 

u ntil a completely formed image had printed out on the second 

sheet. This was a positi\·e print, the lights and darks now corre

sponding to those seen by the eye. These pri nts were similarly 

f ixed b\· means of a strong table-salt solution or, later, po' "Jm 

bromide or iodide. 

As photogenic drawings \\'ere h ighly experimental and often 

onh· partial ly fixed (and thus subject to fading) .  their appearance 

varies considerably from reddish tones LO the palest lemons and 

lilacs, depending on which chemicals "falbot used . 

Photoghphic engra\·ing, William Henn· Fox ' falbot"s improved 

process for producing a printing plate from a photograph,  

was patented in 1 858.  It depends on the principle that gelatin 

sensitized with potassium bichromate is rendered insoluble 



PHOTOGLYPTIE 

PHOTOGRAM 

by exposure to l ight in proportion to the amount or light received . 

After coating a copper plate \\'ith bichromated gelatin, T�ilbot 

exposed the plate to light under a positive transparency of the 

image he 11· ishecl t o  reproduce. It \\'as then dusted with po\\'clered 

resin and heated to evenly distribute the resinous panicles. The 

plate 11«1s etched in an acid solution that s imultaneously dissoh·cd 

a\\'ay the part or the gelatin that had not hardened and bit a\\'ay 

those same areas. After cleaning, the plate was in ked and the 

surface \\'iped clea n,  ink remaining in the etched cavities. Under 

pressure, it was printed on paper, thus creating a reproduction or 

the original i mage. (The resin dusting functioned much as i t  did 

in the trad itional aquatint printmaking prncess hy breaking 

continuous tones into discontinuous tones; see IH LFTO N E .) Talbot 

sometimes also em ployed a gauze screen Lo the same end. He 

coined the term j1/wtogly/1h from the Greek !'or rr1 1ved light. 

See WOO D B U RYTYl'E. 

A photogram is a kind ol' photograph, al t hough made without a 

camera or lens IJy placing an object or objects on l op of a piece of 

PHOTO GRAM 

Liszi<'i Mohol\'-:\ ag1· (AlllcriGlll , b. l l ungarl'. 1 895- 1 �14li). l'holoif/'l/111 .\'11111b1•r r: Tiu· ,l/irror. 1 9 2 2/23. 

(;clatin sih·cr photogram, 63.8 x 92 . 1  cm ( 2 5  '!> x 36 '1, in.) . .JP"�I. 84.D1.450. 1 .  
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PHOTOGRAVURE 

Charles :\e).(re 

(French, 1 H20-1 H8o) 

Km•1•lh1g Ala.\oll, 1 8:)..J 

J>(t<JLogra\·urc 

:) · / X ;) Clll 

(�1/1 x 1 1V1,i in .) 
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PHOTOGRAVURE 

(HELIOGRAVURE )  

paper or fi lm coated wi th  light-sensiti\'e materials and then 

exposing the paper or  film Lo l ight. Where the object covers the 

paper, the paper remains unexposed and light in tone; where 

it does not cover, the paper darkens. If the ol�jecl is translucent, 

midt.ones appear. A rter exposure ,  the paper is D E \' E L O P E D  and 

F I X E D .  A mong the f i rst photograms were the P H OTo<;E;:o.; 1 c  DRAW

I N<;s produced in the late 1 830s by Will iam Henry Fox 'falbot, in 

which some of the objects were ferns, flowers, and pieces of  

lace. Other examples of photograms were made about 1 9 1 8  by 

Christian Schad ( 1 8�)4-I 982) ,  who called his 11·orks Schadographs; 

during the 1 920s and afterward by Man Ray ( 1 890- 1 976) ,  who 

called his  photograms Rayographs; and from the 1 930s onward 

by Uizsl6 Moholy-Nagy ( 1 895- 1 946). 

Photogravure, also known as hel iogravure, is (arguably) the finest 

photomechanical means for reproducing a photograph in large 

editions .  A l though descended from the traditional prin tmaking 

process of etching and derived from Talbot's P H OTOGLY P 1 1 1 c  

E N G RAV I N G ,  photogravure was devised by the  Austrian printer 

Karel Kl ic ( 1 84 1- 1 926) in 1 879 and further developed by h im .  I L  

depends on the  principle that bichro mated gelatin hardens in 

proportion to its exposure Lo l ight .  A tissue coated on one side 

with gelatin sensitized with potassium bichromate was exposed to 

l ight under a transparent positive that had been CO NTACT P R I N T E D  

from the negative of the image to be reproduced. When wet, this 

tissue was firmly pressed, gelatin side down,  onto a copper printing 

plate that had been prepared with a thin, even dusting of resinous 

powder. In warm water, the tissue-paper backing was peeled 



PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY 

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY 

Alphonse Louis Poitevin 

68 

( French, 1 8 1 9- 1 88,) 

.Han H•ith (;ardl'N 

fmjJ/t>m('l//S, i 8!j:) 

Pl1<1toli1 hograph 

20.H x 'l. 7 . 1 cm 

(8:Y1ti X 1() 1 1/J(i i1l .) 

.J l'C �\I 
84 .XP.259.5 

away and those areas of the gelatin that had not been exposed to 

light dissolved . The copper plate \1· ith its remaining unevenly 

distributed gelatin coating \1·as then placed in an acid bath. Where 

the gelat in remained thick ( the highlights of the print to come) ,  

the acid ate a11·av the metal slowlv;  ,,·here the gelatin ,,·as th in 

or absem, the acid bi t  faster. The plate \1·as thus etched to  d ifferent 

depths corresponding to the tones of the original image. vVhen 

inked, the varying depths held differing amounts or ink. The 

inked plate was then used in a printing press. From photogranire, 

Karel Klic developed modern screen grantre (rotogran1re) , 

which was widely used in ne\1·spaper il lustration unti l  i ts replace

melll by offset lithographv in the l �) l OS. I r  Unlrimmed , a f in ished 

photogravure shows the mark of the plate around the image. I ts 

blacks often seem l ike charcoal and its '"hites, if printed on high

quality white paper, stav white. 

Photolithograplw-a process for printing a photographic image

depends l ike its an tecedent the printmaking process or l ithogra

plw 011 the principle that grease and water repel each other. 

Developed in 1 8:)5 by Alphonse Louis Poitevin ( 1 8 1 9-1 882) ,  the 

photoli thographic process begins when a llat stone (litho.1 in 

Greek) or a metal plate or zinc or a luminum is coated with gelatin 

(originalh· Al .Bl'ME:\) that has been sensitized with potassium 

bichromate. When exposed to  l ight under a photographic negative, 



PIGMENT PROCESSES 

Edward Steichen 

(American. 1 878- 1 97:1) 

St•lf-Portmif H•ith B rush and 
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Gum bichromate print 
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PIGMENT PROCESSES 

the bichromated gelatin is rendered insoluble to water in propor

tion to the light received. The soluble portions of the gelatin are 

cleaned from the limestone, which is then dampened and inked. 

The greasy printer's ink adheres to the areas of hardened gelatin 

(the darks in the finished image) but is repulsed b\' the areas of 

moist stone that do not have a hardened gelatin coating. The 

stone is then pressed against paper to \\·hich the ink is transferred, 

prod ucing a reproduction of the original image. The delicate and 

flat finished photolithograph may show the impress of the stone, 

but no platcmark is \·isible. 

Pigment processes are any of the various processes that evolved 

from the 1 850s onward in which the final image of the paper 



PINHOLE CAMERA 

Ru1h Thorne-Thomsen 

(American, b. 1 �14 3)  
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PINHOLE CAMERA 

is rendered in pigment rather than in the metals sih-er, iron ,  

platinum,  or  palladium.  They include the  H R0 :.1 0I L, C A R B O N ,  

C A R B R O ,  and c ; u M  B I C H RO M ATE processes. Al l  depend on the 

principle that a colloid , such as gum arabic or gelatin ,  which has 

been made sensitive to light by the addition of  potassium bichro

mate or the l ike, hardens on exposure to light in proportion to 

the amount of l ight recei\'ed and so becomes insoluble in water. 

The pigment processes were popular because of their perma

nency, their range of possible coloration, their resemblance 

to traditional artistic media like etching, crayon, charcoal drawing, 

and watercolor, and the wav thev could be altered by hanchHirk 

on their surfaces. 

The most elemental form of camera capable of producing a 

permanent image, the pinhole camera consists of a closed light

proof box with a pinhole open ing on one surface. Through 

the pinhole. l ight projects an inverted image of the subject onto a 

A.at, light-sensitive material that has been placed on an internal 

surface opposite the opening. (It is, thus, a min iaturized C A M ERA 

O B S C U R A .) As little l ight enters through the minuscule opening, 

the negative material must be exposed for a long time. The 

subjects of prints made from pinhole camera negati\·es, not 



PLATE: 

FULL, HALF, QUARTER, 

SIXTH 

PLATINUM PRINT 

f PLATINOTYPE 

/PALLADIUM PRINT 

/PALLADIOTYPE 

having been focused through a lens, have soft overall definition 

rather than crisp detail. 

During the 1 840s and later, si l\'er-plated copper plates were 

com mercially produced for making D A G C E R REOTYl'ES. The largest 

size ordinarily available, from which the others were derived, was 

the full plate, measuring 6 ';� by 8 '/, inches ( 1 6. 5  by 2 1 .6 cm) .  N ext 

was the half plate, 4 '!, by 5 '/, inches ( 1 o.8 by 1 3 .8  cm) .  The most 

com mon size, the quarter plate, \\·as 3 '/1 by 4 '/1 inches (8.3 by 1 o.8 

cm), and the sixth plate, sometimes called the medium plate, was 

2 Y, by 3 '/, inches (7 by 8 . 3  cm). N inth and sixteenth plates were 

less frequently used. When glass plates for negatiw materials 

came into use, a parallel nomenclature de\'eloped in which 8 by 1 0  

inches (2 ci .3  by 25 .4  cm) designated a full plate and 4 by 5 inches 

( 1 0. 2  by 1 2 .7  cm) a quarter plate. 

The process for making platinum prints was invented in 1 873 by 

William Will is ( 1 84 1- 1 923) ,  who continually refined it u ntil 1 878,  

when commercially prepared platinum papers became available 

through a company he founded. The process depends on the 

light sensitivity of iron salts. A dried sheet of paper, sensitized 

with a solution of potassium chloro-platinate and ferric oxalate, 

an iron salt, was col'.TACT P R I NTED u nder a negative in  daylight 

(or another source of strong ultraviolet light) u ntil a faint image 

was produced by the reaction of the light with the iron salt. The 

paper was developed by immersion in a solution of potassium 

oxalate that dissolved out  the iron salts and reduced the chloro

platinate salt to platinu m in those areas where the exposed 

iron salts had been. An image in platinum metal replaced one m 

iron. The paper was washed in a series of weak hydrochloric or 

citric acid baths to remove remaining excess iron salts and yellow 

stains formed in the earlier steps. Finally, the print was washed 

in water. 

A ,·ariant means of development invol\'ed coating the print 

with di ffering thicknesses of glycerin ,  which retarded the action of 

the developer, potassium oxalate, which was then brushed on. 

Selecti\'e development followed in  proportion to the glycerin 

thickness, producing varieties of intensity and tone. Yet other 

toning agents were mercuric chloride and lead acetate. Platin u m  

prints were also altered i n  tone by changing the temperature or 

composition of the developer or, after development, by i mmersing 

the print in solutions containing either u ranium nitrate or gold 

i i 



PLATINUM PfUNl 

Edward \\"eston 

(American. 1 886-1 958) 

J\nnco Str:el, Armco, 
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Platinum print 

24-:p 1 9-4 cm 

(9o/11i x i ;,� in . )  

Jl1G�I 
86.x�q ""i · 

chloride. Olive greens, reds, and bl ues \\'ere all possible, although 

grays were more usual .  

Platinum prints were popular u 1 1 ti l  the 1 920s. "·hen the price 

of platin u m  rose so steeply as to make them prohibitively expen

si\'e. Thev were in part replaced bv the some\\'hat cheaper palla

dium prints, the process for which was \'ery nearly the same 

but which employed a compou nd of the metal palladiu m  rather 

than platinum.  Both processes \\'ere \'aluecl for their great range 

of subtle tonal variations, u sually silvery grays, and thei1· perma

nence. Both ha\'e the texture of whatner paper \\«ts used. Recently, 

platinum prints have enjoyed a modest revival.  



POSITIVE 

PRINT: 

LATER 1 MOOERN 1 

POSTHUMOUS , VINTAGE, 

COPY 

PRINTING•OUT PAPER 

RECTO/VERSO 

See l'\EGAT I V E .  

Because a photographic print made close to the date of its negative, 

by or under the d irect supen·ision of the photographer, is thought 

to most clearly capture the photographer's original inspiration, it 

is usually the most sought-after print of an\' from that negative. 

In commerce, such photographs are often called \'intage prints. A 

modern or later print is made from the original negati\'e, presum

ably bv the photographer, but at a later date than that of the 

negati\'e and perhaps emplo\' ing different printing papers than 

those of earlier prints. A posthumous print is a print made from 

an original negati\·e after the death of the photographer. A 

copy print is made from a new negati\'e taken of an original print 

and usually has negligible value as a collectible object, except, 

perhaps, 1,·hen the photographer uses the copying process for an 

aesthetic purpose. 

Printing-out paper was designed for the production of a photo

graphic print from a negati\'e b\' the action or l ight alone on light

sensiti\'e material ,  rather than by de\·elopment using chemicals 

(see also DEVELO P I :-.: G-OL'T paper). Although .-\ I . B L' M E 1'  prints were 

printed out, the term pri111i11[;-0lll /H1/Jn (p.o.p.) is reser\'ed for 

those commercially manufactured papers coated with silver

chloride emulsions, usually made of gelatin but sometimes of 

coLLO D I O N ,  that 1,·ere in  general use, particular!\' for portrait ure, 

from the 1 880s unti l  the late 1 920s. The paper 1,·as exposed in 

contact with a negati\·e until the image \\·as 1d10lh· \·isible. No 

chemical de\'elopment followed, simply \\"AS l-I I N G  and TO J'\ I N <; .  

Al'ter 1 900, p.o. p .  gradually ga\'e wa\' to de\'eloping-out paper. As 

the printing-out process required the continual use of the nega

l i\'e, a second print could 1101 be started unt i l  the first was com

pleted. Fewer prints could be produced in a day than with the 

de\·eloping-out process, in which the negati\'C was necessary onh· 

for the in itial segment of the process. Photographs made on 

printing-out paper exhibit 1,·arm image tones and can ha\'C a wide 

\·ariety or surfaces from glossy to matte. 

The recto of a photograph is the side bearing the image, the 

front, as opposed to the verso, the back .  I f  the photograph 

is mounted w another sheet of paper or other support, the \'erso 

is the back of the mount. 

i3 



RETOUCHING 

5ABATTIER EFFECT 

SALT PR INT 

(SALTED-PAPER PRI NT) 
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The careful manual alteration or the appearance of a print or 

negatiYe is called retouching. I t  is most often used in portraiture 

to make cosmetic impro\·ements to a sitter's appearance, such as 

removing minor facial blemishes, softening outl ines or wrinkles, 

or "powdering" shining noses. It can also be a far more extensive 

correction or percei\·ed defects in the print. I nt rusive backgrounds 

can be muted or removed, as can extraneous compositional 

details. \'alues can be strengthened or \\'eakenecl or elements 

added, as when clouds were painted into n ineteenth-centu ry 

landscapes \\' ith o\'erexposed skies. The com mon tools for 

retouching are scalpels, perrectl\' pointed brushes, airbrushes, and 

retouching pencils. The materials are watercolors, inks, retouch

ing d\'es. and chemical reducers, akin to bleaches. See also 

S l'OTTl :-\ G .  

See SOLARI ZATI O :-\ .  

Salt prints, the earliest positi\'e prints, were normally made by 

C:O :-\TAC:T l'Rl :-\ T I :-\ G ,  usualh- from paper negati\"CS (CALOTYPES) 

but occasionally from coLLO D I O :\  negatives on glass. l 1wented by 

\Yil liam Henr\' Fox 'falbot in 1 840, salt prints were a direct 

outgrm\'lh of his earlier PHOTO G E :-\ I C  DRA\u :-.: c ;  process. A salt 

print \\·as made by sensitizing a sheet of paper in a solution of salt 

(sodium chloride) and then coating it  on one side only with sil\'er 

nitrate. Light-sensiti\·e sill·er chloride \\·as thus formed in the 

paper. After drying, the paper was put sensiti\·e side up  d irectly 

beneath a negati\'e under a sheet of glass in a printing frame. 

This paper-negati\·e-glass sanckich was exposed , glass s ide up, 

outdoors in sunl ight ,  i .e . ,  it was contact printed. The length or 

exposure, up to two hours, ,,·as determined b\' \'isual inspection. 

When the print had reached the desired intensity it was remo\'ed 

from the rrame and f ixed with sodium thiosulfate, at that t ime 

called lwposu lfite or soda (" In-po") ,  1d1ich stopped the chemical 

reactions. It was then thoroughly \\·ashed and dried. The print  

could be toned with gold chloride for greater permanence and 

richer tone. A f inished salt pr int  is matte in tone, reddish brown 

in color, and has no surface gloss. rr toned, i t  is purplish brown ;  i f  

faded, yellowish brmrn. I ts high lights are usualh· white .  Salt 

prints ,,·ere made until about 1 860, although in decreasing 

numbers after the advent of the ALBVME:\ print in  1 85 1 .  

Occasionallv salt prints were 1·arnished with a thin coating or 

albumen to produce a some11·hat gloss\' surface. Such prints ha\'e 

been referred to as albumenized salt prints. 

It ,,·as also possible, as Louis-Desire B lanquart-EYrard 

announced in 1 85 1 .  to make a salt print by a quicker method than 



SA.LT PRINT 

(SALTED-PAPER PRINT) 

William Henry Fox "falbot 

(British. 1 800- 1 877)  
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SENSITIVITY 

SHUTTER 

SILVER-BROMIDE PRINT 

/SILVER-CHLORIDE PRINT 

printing it out. The print could be briefly exposed under the 

negati\·e and developed in  the same wav as a negative, then F I X E D  

and WAS H E D .  This method, which is less dependent than contact 

printing on continuous strong natural l ight, made possible the 

making of many prints from a single negative within a single day. 

I t  produced a salt print that was matte in tone, w ithout s1'.irface 

gloss, and neutral in color, i .e . ,  black, gray, and white, sometimes 

with bluish gray undertones. In short, B lanquart-Evrard's process 

involved initial contact printing, then D E V E LO P I N G  OUT; Talbot's 

called for continuous contact printing ( P R I :-> T I :-> c ;  OL'T) . 

Sensitivity is the capacity of responding to l ight that gives S I LV E R  

SA L:rs (si lver halides), some iron salts ,  and bichromated colloids 

(such as gum bichromate) their photographic uti l i ty. Ti.J enable or 

enhance that capacity to chemically or physically change by the 

action of light is to sensitize a material so that a photographic 

image can be generated. The method of sensitizing varies by 

photographic process. 

See APERT U R E .  

See GELAT I N  S I LV E R  PRI NT. 
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$1 LVER PRINT 

$1 LVER SALTS 

SNAPSHOT 

SNAPSHOT 

l' 1 1k110wn n1aker 

:\mcrican School 

Fislu'n1u'11 mu/ '11u,ir Catch 
c. 1 900 

(;elat in sihTr print 

9.9 x I :.? .  I cm 

( :i,«:-; x .{V. in .) 
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This is a shorthand term for what should be called a ( ; E L.ATI N 

S I LV ER print, meaning a paper coated with a gelatin emulsion 

contain ing S I LV E R  S A LTS. The term should be a\"!iided because 

most black-and-white photographic prints contain silver, and the 

term is therefore too inclusi\-e to be useful. 

Silver salts are chemical compounds formed by the combination 

or silver with chlorine, bromine, and iodine, collectively called the 

halogens, to form silver chloride, silver bromide, and silver iodide. 

These three, the sih-er halides or silver salts, are crystalline in 

form and are sensitive to light, that is, they react to light by 

darkening. Each halide reacts at a di fferent speed. These salts, 

alone or in combination, 1d1en coated on paper or him can be 

placed in a came1·a and, when exposed to light directed to the 

paper bv a lens, produce a photographic negati\"C. Thcv a1-e also 

present in the materials from 1d1 ich positives, commonly called 

prints, arc made. The means by which the halides are formed or 

the \\·av thn are attached to the film or paper \"<tries with each 

or the photographic processes. (Sec also CA I.OT\' PE, S A I T  print, 

C O L LO D I O :\ ,  A L B LJ M E:\ print, and ( ; E I.AT! :\ S I LV E R  print.) In 

processing, the sih·er halides arc com·erted bv chemical means to 

metallic silver. Silver salts are thus the basis or most photographic 

chemistrv. 

This term applies to an informal and apparentlv unposed and 

instantaneous photograph, usually made by an amateur, without 

artistic intention and as a keepsake of persons, places, or events. 



50LARIZATION 

/ SABATTIER EFFECT 

Although lhe lerm solarization has come LO be used to describe the 
Sahattier effect, in fact the panial reversals of tone in photographic 
prints to which both lerms refer are differently caused. True 
solarization occurs when an intense ligln source, l ike the sun, is 
visible in a photograph that has been ext remely overexposed 
in the camera, usually accidemally. The overexposure causes the 
liglll source lo appear dark in lhe prim. The sun becomes a black 
disk, but lhe reversal of tones is l imited to this area of the print. 

The Sabatlier effecl, named for Armand Sabattier ( 1 834-
1 �p o),  who discovered it in 1 8(i2 ,  is an int ell lional darkroom 
technique, employed lo produce lone r<.'\·ersals.  The procedure is 
to partial ly develop a negative or prim, momenlarily expose it  to 
light. then continue the normal development process. Tone 
reversal in com pleled prints principal!\· occurs in background 
dark areas, which become appreciably lighter. At edges, between 
areas of the print where 1·eversal has occurred and where il has 
nm, a dislinn black l ine is visible, panicularl y  if it was the negative 
rather lhan the developing print that was l lashed with l ight .  
Results of lhe Sabatcier effect are somewhal unpredictable. 

SoLAR1ur10N/sAeATT1ER EFFECT 

Man Ra\' (Amcric111, 1 890-l !J/6). Profiil' 1111d J-/1111d.1 . l !J:l' ·  
Gelatin siln=r print sho\\'ing SahaLticr effecr. 1 H x � ::! .9 cm ( 7 1/1 11 x 9 in .) . . JPC�I. 84 .xM .8:19.5.  
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SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH 

\\'illiam H. M u mler 
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c. 1 862 

Albumen print 
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SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH 

SPOTTING 

STEREOGRAPH 

In the n ineteenth centu ry, a ghostly figure was sometimes included 

alongside or abo\'e the sitter i n  a portrait i n  order to convey the 

i mpression that a spirit was present. Spirit photographs were 

usually made by ha\'ing the person playing the spirit remain in 

,·iew only briefly during the long exposure of a negative. The 

hoax being perpetrated in a spirit photograph was that photogra

phy could capture i mages of the dead or departed, particularly 

if  the sitter thought about the absent person.  See also GHOST. 

Spotting is a specialized kind of RETOt.:CHING used to fill accidental 

pinholes i n  a negative or, more often,  to darken minute wh ite 

spots on a print, often caused bv dust on the negative. When a 

photograph has faded, the spotting sometimes remains darker, 

giving an idea of the image's original tonality and color. 

A stereograph is a pair of photographic i mages on a single 

support that, when viewed through a stereoscope designed to 

hold it, gives the appearance of a single image having relief and 

solidity, that is, being in  three dimensions. A standard stereograph 



5TEREOG .. APH 

Ed\\'ard and 

Hcnr\" T. !\ntlwm· 

( . .\111nica 1 1 .  1 8 1 9- 1 888. 

1 8 1 4 - 1 88.1 ) 
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recto and \'Crso 

fALBOTYPE 

consists of a piece of stiff card, often highly colored, from 3 '/, to 

4 '/, inches (8.9 to 1 1 -4 cm) tall and about 7 inches ( 1 7 . 8 cm) wide, 

to which two photographs, generally A L B U M EN prints, each 3 to 

4 '/, inches (7 .6 Lo 1 • -4  cm) high and about 3 inches (7 .6 cm) wide, 

have been mounted next to each other. Remaining space on the 

front of the card usually bears the photogra pher's and/\>r publish

er's name(s) and a title, as does the back of the card. The photo

graphs are not identical but exhibit a slight lateral shift, having 

been made with a dual-lens camera, the centers of the lenses 

being set the same distance apart (2 '/, inches (6 .3  cm] ) as the 

centers of two human eyes. Each photograph is thus an i mage of 

\\·hat one eye would see. When vie1\'ed t h rough the stereoscope 

the two images combine, approximating h u man binocular vision . 

I n  order to convey the ill usion of depth. a strong foreground is 

desirable. Viewing stereog1·aphs was a 1·astly popular parlor 

amusement from the mid- 185os well inLO the twentieth century. 

Stereographic subjects vary widely, although topographical views 

are perhaps most common. 

See C A LOTYPE. 

.o\.i."l'TUOKY'S 1N�1·Al�'rA..111Eo-us V1EwS:-
:110. 6!l!IB 

S A I LJ.NG DOVVN TH� BAY. 

J J 0 •I 
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TINTED PHOTOGRAPH 

:\11to11io Be�llo ( l 1al ia1 1 .  c 1 H� :-l- 1 90:� ) .  1:/nl Collrl o(thr 'frm/Jfr ofl\anwli. c. 1 88;» 

Rose-t i m ed alhumc11 print.  �li x :\6 cm ( 1 o 1 1 x 1 . i : 1 -1 1i in . )  . .  JP< ;�1 .  8.( . X \I .  1 '.\8� . rl!°l· 

TINTED PHOTOGRAPH . .\ t inted photograph has a single m·erall color resu lting from the 

addit ion or dyes lo the  photographic materials by a commercial 

m;11 1ul'act urer. The color is suffused throughout and most \'isible 

in the highlights and miclwnes. ,\ L B L' \I E '.\:  prin t ing papers in 

TINTYPE 

( FERROTYPE ) 

80 

pale pink or blue \\'C IT <l\«1 i lablc from the 1 870s 011\\'ard,  as were 

( ; El .ATl '.\: - S l l .\TR P R l '.\: T l '.\: ( ; - 0 1 · T  papers in pale mau\'e or pink 

rrom the 1 8�)0S on11·arcl. Other k inds or t in ted papers also existed. 

Such coloration is nm1· often \'cry radcd . Tinted photographs arc 

lO be distinguished rrom 11. .\ '.\: ll-COLO R E l l  or TO '.\: E l l  photographs 

in which t he image itscl l' has color because or the incl i,· idual 

photographer's ma ni  1 iu lalions. 

The l'errotvpe, heller known as the t in type in A me1·ica whe1'C il  

reached its greatest popularilv, was deri\Td from the A M B R O T Y P E  

and l ike it depended 011 the l'act t ha t  a c o 1 . 1 . 0 IJ 1 0 :-.:  negati\T 

appeared to be a posi t ive image when 1·icwed against a dark 

background. I n  the case of' the t i nt vpe the  negat ive was made not 

on glass bul on a thin sheet of' iron coated "· ith an opaque black or 



TINTYPE 

(FERROTYPE) 

l ' 1 1 k11own maker 

:\mcril'an Srhool 

Boy ri•ith 'fi·frycl". c 1 870 

Ferrol\'pe (in i1s !"older) 

7. l) x 4 . :) rm 

(:\ x I :v, i n . )  

. J l'C:�·I 

KpcT. 1 •19,-, . i H  

TON ING 

chocolate-brown lacquer or enamel. (As the t intype was iron 

rather than tin, ti11(\'Pe is a misnomer.) The lacquered sheet, which 

was commercially available, was coated with wet collodion contain

ing S I LVER SALrs just before exposure in the camera. Develop

ment immediately followed exposure .  Later refinements led Lo the 

use of a dry-collodion-coated metal plate. As  the f i nished image 

was in fact, although not in appearance, a negative, the image was 

usually laterally reversed. A tintype was a unique image and 

could only be duplicated by being rephotographed . Despite the 

image reversal, tin types were almost always used for portraiture. 

From their origin in the 1 8:JOS until the end or the century and 

beyond , they remained popular because they were very i nexpen

sive. Like daguerreotypes or ambrotypes, t intypes were sometimes 

placed in small folding cases (see C A S E D  P l l OTOGRAPllS ) , but  

more often the\' were insert.eel imo simple folding cards or  

window mats, sometimes made of thin metal. Most tintypes have 

verv limited tonal ranges and appear flat and soft by comparison 

with either a daguerreotype or an ambrot vpe. Tintypes were 

often made by street vendors. 

'liming denotes a variety of means arnilable for changing or 

shifting the color of the image of a photographic print. I ts use is 

8 1  



TRIMMING 

VAN DYKE PRINT 

VARIANT 

VERSO 

largely governed by aesthetic choice on the part or the photogra

pher, but toning with certain com pounds, notably gold chloride or 

platinum salts, also enhances image stability (and thus the perma

nence of the print) and usually increases contrast. Gold ton ing, 

the most common means in the nineteenth century, originated in 

the daguerrean era,  and since then each photographic process has 

had specific toning procedures to produce specific hues.  Selenium 

terning prevails today. Toning can occur in the course o f  develop

ment, or after development in subsidiary steps in which the 

silver comprising the image is chemically altered or partially 

replaced by another metal. After development, the image can be 

bleached in a solution containing a mordant (a substance capable 

of absorbing dye) and then dyed. The number of variables in 

any of these procedures is large. In development terning, the 

original chemical composition of the print, the temperature, 

composition, and strength of the de\·eloper, the length of devel

opment, and the means of drying the print all a ffect the fi nal 

tone. In postdevelopmenl toning, in ll'hich the silver is altered, 

bleached, or replaced, the choice of toning solutions is wide, 

including those containing sulfur or, must frequently, one of the 

followi ng metals:  gold ,  iron, copper, uranium, mercury, platinum, 

palladium,  vanadium, or selen ium. The 1·ange o f  possible tones is  

concomitantly wide, including warm browns, purples, sepias, 

blues, olives, red-browns, and blue-blacks. In toning by dyeing 

after bleaching there is a choice from a vi rtually unl imited spec

trum of image colors. 

A toned photograph should be distinguished from a TI NTED 

or H A N D-COLO R E D  one. 

See C R O PP I N G .  

See K A L L I T Y P E .  

A variant is an image that is very closely related to, but not the 

same as, a known image, as when a photographer makes a second, 

horizontal, photograph of a still l ife that was first photographed 

in  a vertical format, without significantly changing lighting or 

exposure and, presu mably, d uring the same studio session. A 

variant may also occur when a photographer prints the same neg

ative twice but chooses to markedly alter tonalities or contrast. (With 

modern cameras, roll film,  and frequent exposures, the potential 

for variants has multiplied, but the photographer must choose 

to print the two versions of an image to create an actual variant.) 

See RECTO. 



VARIANT 

Ralston Cr;1wford (Americ;1n, 1 906- 1 9;8). llarllt'rslwp . .\'1•11• Or/Nm.1. 1 g6u. 

Gelatin sih-er pri nt, 60. i x  5 1  cm (23iM x 20 1/1 1i in .) . .JPGM, 84 . x�L 1 5 1 . 1 58. 

l'l'lf and Jark'.1 lltirberslw/i. 1 960. Gelatin sil\'er prim. 24.; x 1 9.8 cm (g:Y, x i  'V,,; in.) . . JPGM, 84 .xM. 1 5 1 . 1 2 1 .  

VtEW CAMERA 

( FIELD CAMERA) 

VIGNETTE 

This im precise A merican term is roughly equi\·alent to the B ritish 

tenn FI ELD CA M ERA and is applied co cameras meant for making 

relatively large-scale negatives, particularly of outdoor scenes. 

I t  often refers to nineteenth-century cameras that required 

tripods and u tilized glass plates that were necessa1·ily exposed one 

al a time and CONTACT PRINTED rather than E N LA RGED. View 

cameras had a variety of means for altering the relation of the 

lens to the position (>f the negatiYe. In  the twentieth century, such 

cameras are often used for architectural studies, advenising and 

com mercial work, and sometimes for work in the field.  A view 

C<Jlllera is the opposite of a M I N IATURE C A :vl E R A .  

A vignette is a photograph in which a central image dissolves into 

a surrounding ground, nearly always a field of white .  Oval vignet

ting was popular in n ineteemh-century portraiture and was 

accom plished by photogr<1phing the su�ject through an opaque 

mask with an oval opening placed close Lo the lens or, more 

frequently, by printing the negative through a similar mask with 

partially translucent inner edges. (The term is sometimes i l l

advisedly used to describe the unintentional effect i n  nineteenth

century photographs created when an image fal ls  off at its corners 



VIGNETTE 
Alex;11uln Carclner ( A mniran. Ii. Srn1lancl. 1 8 "  1 - 1 88,) .  hh1111-(;111-A111/-iiil1-1\111 /\a-ti-tll1. llii;h Wolr c 1 8;0. 

Albumen prinl dg11et1cd in t he ncgali\'l', :\o·:l x :!:}· ::, rm ( 1 � 1/1 1 ;x  1 o 1/x in.).  B M .  J\lhum I. no. 1 ,1 . Bt•ur '/1wt l.i1'.,. 

Dm1•u. <:hi1/ 1f thr 1\;fmu/1111 Sioux, c 1 8 70. Alhumcn pri111 \·igrn:l tccl in lht' pri111inJ.{ prort"ss, ()<L!) X lM cm 

WASHING 

WAXED-PAPER NEGATIVE 

( " :1•A< x  1 r• i11.) .  ll M .  

because the image projected by the le11s on the f i lm did not cover 

the whole of' the area of the 11egative; unexposed areas at the 

corners appeared black .  I I' the effect was deliberately uti l ized , 

then the term is more appropriate.) 

At \·arious stages of the photographic processes, principal ly after 

llEV ELOl' l :-\ c ;  and be fore FIX I N C ,  and again after fixing, or as 

part of TO N I  N e ; ,  thorough washing in running water of negatives 

<II' prints is required w remove exce.�s chemicals t hat will cause 

deterioration or discoloration. Other chemicals arc usually added 

to the water Lo produce increased solubility of the excess processing 

chemicals. The instabi l i ty of phmographs made before 1 850 may 

largely be at.tributed to insull icient washing or impurities in the 

water used. 

Annou nced in 1 85 1  by its inventor. (;ustave Le Gray ( 1 820-

1 884), Lhe waxed-paper prncess improved the lLtns)ucency of the 

C A LO T Y P E  negative. Le (;ray rubbed wax in to the paper negative 

before sensitizing it in a silver-nitrate bath and exposing it in 



WET COLLODION 

WETSTAMP 

WoooauRYTYPE 

(PHOTOGLYPTIE) 

the camera. As the wax rendered the paper liber more transparent 

and created a smoother overall sudace, greater clarity of detail in 

the negative itself was achie\'ed. Before this  in\'ention, photogra

phers had sometimes waxed negati,·es. but only after developing 

them and when preparing Lo print. As  Le ( ;rav's paper .could 

be prepared several days before use and did not require im mediate 

de\'clopment, it was particularly useful for Lrn,·eling photogra

phers, some of whom preferred it even after the ad\'enl o f  

co1 . 1 .ou1ol\"-on -glass negatin?s. ( Le Grav's process also differed 

from -nilbot's in the means used to sensitize t he paper.) 

See coL1.0 0 1 0 :-; .  

Such an identifying mark is  made bv a photographer, collector, 

distributor, publisher, or institution and is applied with an inked 

stamp Lo a photograph, RECTO or \'ERso. in order Lo assen 

authorship, ownership, or copyright .  Wetstamps are occasionally 

useful in determining provenance. 

WETSTAMP 

\o\1cLsLamp on t he verso of 

a photograph b)' 

�lartin Munkacsi 
( A merican, b. H u ngary, 

1 896-1 963) 

:!.5 x 4 .4 cm 

( 1  x 1 1 1/1& i n .) 

.JPCM 

84.XT.727 . 1 0  

A u ln n h m  

artin M unkacsi 
Berlin- SchOneberg 

Erfurtc1· Str. I.I 
C'-0pyrl<>llt vorbehal 

The Woodbu rytype , a type of photomechanical 1·eprod union of a 

photograph, was patented in 1 864 by Walter Bentley Wood bury 

( 1 H;M-1 885).  Despite the painsta king care requi1·ed for its pro-

d union, it remained popular unti l  about 1 900 because of the very 

high quality of the linal image. This image was formed in pig

mented gelatin and, in Woodbury's words, depended on the 

principle chat "layers of any semi-transparent material seen 

against a light ground produce di fferent deg1·ees of light and 

shade, according to their thickness." Woodbur�· poured a coating 

of C : O L L O D I O N  onto a sheet o!' glass thoroughly dusted with Lale. 

When d ried, the glass was recoatcd with a solution of bichromated 

gelatin that hanlens in proportion to its exposure to light. This 

collodion-gelatin fi lm was stripped from the glass and exposed 
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WooDBURYTYPE 

(PHOTOGLYPTIE) 

.John Thomson 

(British. 1 8:1;- 1 92 1 )  

Covent Garden 

Flou'er \\-(1111n1, 1 8j 7 

Woodburyt �·pe 

9 x 8.5 cm 

(4Y1 x JIO< in.)  

JPC;M 
84 -XB.  I �fi I .� 

u nder a negative of the image Lo be reproduced. (The talc u nder

coating facilitated the separation of the film from the glass.) 

After the portion of the gelatin t hat had not hardened had been 

washed a\,·ay, the tough gelatin mold was squeezed under very 

heavy pressure into a sheet of soft lead, producing a reversed 

mold that could be used for priming. A her greasing, the lead 

mold was fi lled with pigmented gelatin. usually a rich purple-

brmn1 in color, and a sheet of paper was placed on it.  In a hand 

p1·ess, the gelatin was forcibly transferred to the paper, the excess 

gelatin being forced out around the edges of the mold. Removed 

from the press, the gelatin contracted and llauened as it d ried . 

The inky edges were trimmed away and the print  mounted. The 

tonal scale of the resultant image in  pigmented gelatin was very 

true to the original, and the image was highly luminous. U nlike 

other photomechanical processes. a Woodburytype, called a photo

glyptie by the French, has cominuous tone, showing neither a screen 

nor a grain pattern . Woodburnypes are usually labeled as such. 
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